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TA L I S M A N

ZEITGEIST
The spirit of the age

ABOUT THE COVER: Talisman editorial board members pose for a
party-inspired photo. The chaotic nature of the photo represents the
spirit of the age, as does the revival of old games, cameras and other
technology featured in the photo. Cover photo illustration by Emily
Moses.

OUR MISSION
We believe in the power of good storytelling, and we hope the stories that we tell inspire you to
live an empowered and impassioned life.
We are the forever-present, eclectic, intelligent, bright and cheery
voice of WKU’s student body.
We’re forever connected to our Hill and dedicated to serving our community through high-quality
journalism, stunning photography and quirky, relatable content.
We are the Talisman.
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Portrait by EMILY MOSES

ZEITGEIST
DEAR READER,
At the beginning of the spring 2020 semester, our editorial board chose “Zeitgeist: The spirit of the age” to be the
theme of this magazine. We never would have guessed that in March, our current age would change so dramatically
as the COVID-19 outbreak escalated in the U.S. and classes moved entirely online for the rest of the semester at WKU
and many other universities.
In a way, the timing was perfect — our theme was suitable considering what was happening not only on campus as
in-person classes came screeching to a halt but also in the world. It was just like the age itself, as the age is something
ever-passing and ever-progressing. It’s unpredictable, unsteady, uncertain.
History has always been written in the present age. Fleeting moments in time, though we can be unaware of their
impact in the moment, affect what’s to come. We wanted to illustrate this in the pages of this magazine, particularly in
“Disrupted” (page 6), which documents our community in the midst of the COVID-19 outbreak, and “Cut short” (page
12), which explores how WKU seniors navigated not being able to say a proper goodbye to their friends, professors and
the university during the outbreak.
But of course, there’s more to this age than all that. We wanted to record efforts to adapt to a more inclusive culture in
“Curbing conversion” (page 58), which delves into the experiences of individuals impacted by conversion therapy and
efforts in Kentucky to ban conversion therapy, and “Time to parent” (page 62), which is about WKU’s new parental
leave policy. We also wanted to explore how communities approach the zeitgeist, such as how the deaf community
bonds and establishes a sense of unity in “Follow the signs” (page 52), which highlights a church that gives services
in American Sign Language and strives for inclusivity, and how one family handles a loved one being incarcerated in
“Everything starts with mama” (page 42).
We also explored some looming dangers of the zeitgeist: climate change in “Point of no return?” (page 14) and how
women defend themselves against potential attackers in “Weapons women carry” (page 20). And, of course, we
couldn’t ignore trends like the rise of TikTok, which we explore in “Not just numbers” (page 32).
We hope as you read these pages each story will resonate with you on some level and make you think in new ways
about the current age and the world around you. We hope we make you pause to reread a paragraph or look longer at a
photo that touches you. I know I’ve done that as I’ve read the stories myself. And as we’ve heard so much this year so
far, stay safe and healthy. Wash your hands. Make time for loved ones. Enjoy small, quiet moments. Let’s make those
things the spirit of our age now, and always, as we navigate the zeitgeist.
Happy reading,

-Olivia Mohr, Editor-in-Chief
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Pastor Nick Lannon (from left), Kattie Peercy and Will Schlopy lead worship via livestream for Grace Anglican Church in Louisville on Sunday,
March 15. As the COVID-19 pandemic persisted, church congregations that typically meet in large groups have had to adapt to the situation.
Thirty-one viewers tuned in for the worship service through Facebook. Though the church has livestreamed sermons and other events before, this
was the first time they livestreamed an entire service. PHOTO BY RICHARD GREGOR
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DISRUPTED
photo story by TALISMAN PHOTO STAFF

As the world celebrated another decade’s passing and fashioned its hopes
for the new year on Dec. 31, 2019, the World Health Organization’s China
Country Office was informed that a pneumonia case of unknown origin was
detected in the city of Wuhan in Hubei province, China.
Over the next few months, the novel coronavirus, which causes the disease
COVID-19, took a hold on China before spreading throughout the world. On
March 11, the WHO characterized COVID-19 as a pandemic after 118,000
cases were reported in 114 countries, and 4,291 people died.
“Pandemic is not a word to use lightly or carelessly,” said WHO Director-General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus in a media briefing that same day. “It is
a word that, if misused, can cause unreasonable fear or unjustified acceptance
that the fight is over, leading to unnecessary suffering and death.”
By April 17, data from The New York Times showed the pandemic had
sickened over 2.1 million people and killed over 144,400 people. In the U.S.,
at least 673,000 people across every state, Washington, D.C. and four U.S.
territories had tested positive for the virus, and at least 30,000 patients with
the virus had died. Infected numbers were only confirmed cases, and these
cases and deaths were expected to rise.
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Around the country, people practiced social
distancing, staying at least six feet apart from
each other. Panic-buying ensued as people saw
other countries enter lockdown. According to
the Department of Labor, nearly 22 million
Americans filed for unemployment insurance
between March 15 and April 11 as retail and
other services closed or changed their operations.
“I speak often of the critical nature of our work
to elevate the communities in which we live and
our role as a lighthouse in our region,” WKU
President Timothy Caboni said in a campus-wide
email on March 11. “This responsibility includes

leading in the face of adversity and doing the
right thing, even when it calls for sacrifice.”
After an extended spring break, all classes went
online for the rest of the semester. All in-person
events were canceled. Students had to be sent
home, and commencement ceremonies were
postponed to an unknown future.
As the pandemic continued to loom, Talisman
photographers set out in March to document its
impact on Bowling Green and how people still
manage to connect with each other in a time
when surviving means staying apart.

BELOW: A walk around Bowling Green on one of the first warm spring nights feels unusually hushed. Anyone else who is out does not greet each other
as they usually would, but glances up and gives a wide berth. Anxiety covers the city and most interactions like a blanket. PHOTO BY SILAS WALKER

ABOVE: On March 16, a shopper in Kroger at 350 US 31-W Bypass looks at the empty racks that once held eggs that were sold out. As the
number of COVID-19 cases rose in the United States, grocery stores across the country were affected by panic-buying as shoppers stocked up on
food and supplies to prepare for quarantine. PHOTO BY EMILY MOSES
BELOW: A student and her two friends pack up her car on March 15 after WKU announces an extra week of spring break and two weeks of online
classes due to the pandemic. WKU later announced that the remainder of the semester would be held online. PHOTO BY ALLIE HENDRICKS
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ABOVE: While dancing from home, Owensboro junior Kate Mellon
finds the use of her kitchen counter to be convenient as a substitute
for the ballet bar. This stretch helps Mellon with the flexibility of
making dance movements easier to produce in a piece. Mellon said
dance has shifted a lot for her while being at home. She said not
having access to a studio that can allow her to move freely has had
an impact on her body. “A unique part of dancing is that dance is the
only way you can reach and utilize certain muscles, so when those
muscles aren’t in use as often, you can begin to know it,” Mellon said.
RIGHT: Proper conditioning for a dancer is a key role in maintaining
the strength of the body while reducing the chance of injury. Mellon
uses a resistance band to increase the strength in the muscles of
her foot and ankle to assist in foot articulation and jumps. “It is
important for me to condition my body and follow the at-home dance
assignments my professors have given me to keep my body in shape,”
Mellon said. PHOTOS BY JORDAN MATTHIS
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ABOVE: Alicia Pennington, an instructional designer for the Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning at WKU, holds back-to-back webinars to help educate faculty members on how to use online platforms in a classroom setting on
March 17 in Garrett Conference Center. Pennington said within each webinar
session there can be up to 50 faculty members who are learning and striving to
make a better experience for their students.
RIGHT: Before starting the presentation titled “Teaching When Being in the
Classroom is Not Possible,” Pennington connects with the faculty in her session.
During a time of stress, Pennington found joy in getting to know faculty members and creating a support system for them. “Someone needs to be there for
the faculty, and that’s me,” Pennington said. PHOTOS BY JORDAN MATTHIS

Downtown Bowling Green glows as the sun sets. Roads are quiet. PHOTO BY SILAS WALKER
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CUT SHORT
story by JESS BRANDT illustrations by MADALYN STACK

Edward Games

Grace Jones

HOMETOWN: Bowling Green
MAJOR: English

HOMETOWN: Scottsville
MAJOR: Biology and chemistry

“Time hasn’t been cut, necessarily. However,
community and conversation has.”

“When they made the announcement, I was shocked, but I
didn’t really process. It was a bit later that I realized I would
never walk to class again. I wouldn’t get to see all the people
I’ve shared campus with for the past four years. It’s at that moment when you realized your last day was taken for granted.”
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COVID-19 halted the lives of people around the world in March 2020. Classes moved online. Students were sent home.
Commencement was postponed. Take a look at how these seniors felt about leaving WKU amid a pandemic.

Jarred Corona

Joshua Crask

HOMETOWN: Morgantown
MAJOR: Theatre

HOMETOWN: Louisville
DOUBLE MAJOR: Chemistry & science and
mathematics education

“I’ve cried since then, though. When I think it’s gone
and I’m OK, I’ll go for a drive or I’ll sit in silence and
everything will start crashing back.”

“I know WKU will still be here for me to come back
to and enjoy as an alumni, but I was looking forward
to celebrating with my friends and mentors who have
helped me reach this point.”
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POINT OF
NO RETURN?
story by MAX ZAMBRANO photos by ALLIE HENDRICKS illustrations by MADALYN STACK

Walking around campus on Oct. 1, 2019, students were subject to an environment that had
never happened before. At 98 degrees, it was the hottest October day in Bowling Green’s
recorded history. The temperature came near the end of a late summer, early autumn heatwave
that combined prolonged extreme heat with less than half an inch of precipitation between Aug.
28 to Oct. 5.
Although that time of year can trend hotter and drier, this event acts as one of the extreme
occasions that could be seen more and more with climate change, said Stuart Foster, Kentucky’s
state climatologist and a geography professor at WKU.
His large, square office sits at the end of the long third floor hallway of the Environmental
Science and Technology Building. With his desk situated at the opposing corner of the doorway,
Foster’s location, in a way, is the end of the road for climate discussion in Kentucky.
Foster has been the state’s climatologist since 2000. He works with various state agencies and
the general public to monitor Kentucky’s climate, including in his position as the co-chair of the
state’s Climate and Water Resources Data Team — which is designated in the Kentucky State
Drought Mitigation and Response Plan — where he helps contribute to statements regarding
drought conditions as they develop, which are then released through the governor’s office.
Foster said climate change was certainly an issue when he started the position two decades ago.
“People were as concerned then as now,” he said. “It seems to be a growing public awareness
that it’s real.”
Although the sun blazed down over Bowling Green during that aforementioned extended
drought, Foster said Kentucky’s most notable effect from climate change has been the amount of
rain the state has received each year. A smoothing curve, which helps average data by tracking
trends, shows average precipitation in Kentucky has risen from just over 46 inches in 1895,
the year national weather data begins, to over 54 inches in 2019, according to a chart from the
Kentucky Climate Center.
“The way we’re impacted is more of the notion of an increased frequency in extreme events like
flooding, flash flooding and drought,” he said.

Jackson Rolett harvests beets on his farm, StoneHouse Market Farm, in Scottsville. He and his wife, Jordan,
have been running the farm since August 2018. Growing up, Rolett had no interest in farming and didn’t
learn about agrarian lifestyle and philosophy until he was almost done with college. Although he got a degree in psychology from WKU, he spent more time doing an internship at a local farm and helping with the
Bowling Green Community Farmers Market before ultimately deciding to start his own farm.
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Foster said the temperature in Kentucky has not risen considerably,
as it is a part of a “warming hole,” a region that hasn’t experienced
significant warming from climate change, from the Southeast to
the Midwest. Although some explanations have been offered on
why this warming hole exists, he said there is still active research
to understand the causes.
He also said this warming hole leads to some push back on
climate change’s validity, but temperature rise isn’t the only factor
in climate change, a term often confused with global warming.
Global warming is “the increase in Earth’s average surface
temperature due to rising levels of greenhouse gases,” according
to an article published by NASA. The same article said climate
change is “a long-term change in the Earth’s climate, or of a region
on Earth.”
Despite being in this warming hole, the region’s temperature has
changed. Foster said it has been 40 years since the last “harsh”
winter in Kentucky — which has no technical definition — but is
notable in another chart from the Central Climate Division. The
chart shows that, although average winter temperatures have gone
up and down on a smoothing curve before, the average temperature
has been rising since the ‘70s and is at a higher average now than
ever before.
Temperatures have dipped well below average in that 40-year
period in the region, but there has rarely been a prolonged period
beyond a few days, Foster said.
“Forty years used to be 20 years,” he said of the previous length
of time between those winters.
In the summer, daytime high temperatures have remained
stagnant while low temperatures have risen. The increasing
amount of precipitation has some impact on this phenomenon.
“We’re more humid, so highs are depressed and lows are
elevated,” Foster said.
Since 1895, three of the top five wettest years in this region
have come in the last decade, including in 2011, 2018 and
2019, according to a Kentucky Climate Center chart on annual
precipitation. Foster did caution that one decade is a short period
in climatology and that evidence is more apparent over a longer
time, but the comparisons to previous decades helps to interpret
this development.
“When you’re one person out of 7 billion, there’s not a whole
lot to do,” he said regarding the action people can take to combat
climate change. “But you get up in the morning and look at yourself
in the mirror. You have the responsibility.”
One of the implications from climate change comes in the form
of agriculture — Foster referenced the flooding in the Midwest
in 2019 that prevented farmers from being able to plant. Some
local farms have turned to more sustainable methods of growing,
or “regenerative growing,” said Jackson Rolett, the owner of

Scottville’s Stonehouse Market Farm.
Rolett’s farm grows more than 30 types of vegetables year-round,
according to its website, using “bio-intensive, no-till methods.”
Tilling is the process of breaking up the soil to prepare crops, but
Rolett uses a no-till approach because the soil will remain fertile
for much longer.
“No-till can be profitable in almost every context — better for the
land, the farmers, and the communities they serve,” according to
No-Till Growers’ website, a side project of Rolett’s.
Rolett said this type of farming should be developed now because
as climate change develops and potentially gets worse, established
and stable farms are needed. Part of his work includes convincing
already-established farms to try new methods.
“People here say you can’t farm organically and maybe not
conventionally,” he said. “All of this is new. You can read the
instructions from (the University of Kentucky), but this practice
is more of a response, which is much harder to copy and paste.”
Rolett has been farming for five years, and although he sees some
advantage in being new — he is more adaptable to new techniques,
for one — he also understands the hesitancy of established farmers
to try these methods because they have generations of success in
their business with what they already do.
Looking ahead, Rolett, who has a psychology degree, is
interested in seeing how the individualism of farming turns more
into a cooperation with several families combining their resources
to make one farm business.
“Working with other families can make the crops produced more
diverse for one farm,” he said. “It’s more emotionally sustainable,
too, because people can take off time and not worry about the
business. Somebody will always be around to take care of it.”
The financial side of farming can take a hit too. Max Farrar,
the owner of Majestic Greens Farm in Oakland, said the historic
drought last year increased the farm’s water bill. The crops that
ordinarily sprung to life in their greens and yellows to provide
sustenance to people instead rotted from a lack of their own
sustenance.
“We had pounds and pounds of squash we weren’t able to
market,” Farrar said. He also said farms in eastern Kentucky
have had clear impacts because of winter 2019-2020’s volatile
temperatures.
Farrar believes the issue of climate change can be tackled by
political leaders who can enact national policies. So far, he has
described their attempts as “lackluster,” and he’s made his
opinions no secret to one of the highest powers in Washington, D.C.
U.S. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell was speaking at
a Republican Party fundraising event in Cave City on Feb. 8 when
Farrar interrupted him from across the long room of fine dining
and well-dressed attendants.

OPPOSITE TOP: Jackson Rolett washes off the beets he harvested. He grows 60 families worth of fruit and vegetables on three quarters of an acre. He
thinks that farming on such a small and intense scale makes it easier to be more ecologically sustainable. “Farming is probably one of the biggest contributors to the climate crisis, but it also has the potential to be one of the biggest solutions,” Rolett said.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Louisville sophomore Katelin Drybrough makes flyers during the Sunrise Movement’s Activism through Art event held on March
2. The flyers were for an upcoming march.
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McConnell was about to address a question about
what it is like to be the majority leader when Farrar
loudly asked, “Is it like not leading on the climate
crisis?” Attendants ducked their heads and kept
eating their dinner until one man yelled out for Farrar
to go home. Another man stood, pointed his index
finger at Farrar, and told him “Go home!” as more
people joined in on the chant. Farrar, shouting about
his experience as a farmer, stood his ground against
McConnell and his congregation of supporters.
As he was tugged out of the room by one attendant
and a security guard, which can be seen on the
YouTube channel of Sunrise Movement Bowling
Green KY, Farrar shouted out, “You are a coward,
and you are selling out our children’s future!”
After a thunderous applause for Farrar’s
removal, McConnell thanked Farrar for the unpaid
entertainment, drawing a laugh from throughout the
gallery.
Farrar is a member of the Sunrise Movement and
said standing up to McConnell was cathartic.
The Sunrise Movement is “a youth-led movement
to stop climate change,” according to the Bowling
Green branch’s Facebook page.
“We found out only a few hours before the event he
would be in Kentucky,” Farrar said, explaining why
he was alone in his heckling. “We want to be able to
step aside and say that new change is coming.”
The Sunrise Movement doesn’t want to stay silent
about climate change, said Fort Wright senior Claire
Kaelin, Bowling Green’s hub leader..
“I think that our organization believes it is time to
be disruptive,” Kaelin said. “It is not really a time
to sit back and twiddle our thumbs and say, ‘Hey,
um, climate change is happening and, if you could,
maybe like, help us?’”
Kaelin’s role includes organizing events like climate
strikes and the Earth Day strike. She said they have a
bail fund for civil disobedience events like a planned

sit-in at McConnell’s office for their Earth Day
festival which was scheduled for their Earth Day
festival on April 22, but the event ended up being
remote because of the COVID-19 outbreak.
Although she doesn’t farm, Kaelin has learned
about sustainable living through a three-week
study abroad program in Costa Rica during the
2020 winter term. She said there were little things
that demonstrated the society’s commitment to
sustainability.
“On campus, there were signs that said ‘Take a five
minute shower’ and then after five minutes the water
got really cold, so you wanted to get out,” she said.
Being climate-friendly in Bowling Green has gotten
more difficult with the end of Southern Recycling’s
pick-up service on March 31. Its drop-off service
was scheduled to end on July 31, but it closed to the
public on April 6 due to concerns with COVID-19,
according to its website. Southern Recycling’s
services are ending because they are losing $30,000
each month, according to a Feb. 3 Herald article.
The company would need to charge residents $18
a month, up from the current $2.65 a month, to
cover their operations, and there are fewer buyers of
recycled products, according to the article.
Kaelin said people could continue to bring their
recycling to WKU, which she already recommends
to people whose apartment complexes don’t recycle.
WKU is not partnered with Southern Recycling,
but WKU Recycling announced via Instagram on
March 20 that it was temporarily discontinuing its
community recycling bins.
Although Kaelin believes current climate change
action is very late, she doesn’t think we are past a
point of no return.
“I don’t think that it’s too late,” she said, “but it
easily could be if we keep twiddling our thumbs.”

Jackson Rolett experiments with various types of fertilizers to replace any animal byproducts with organic substitutes that
produce the same effect. He is trying other farming techniques such as not using tractors, not tilling his fields and avoiding
unnatural pesticides. “I don’t think other farmers have quite the stomach for risk as I do in trying things they’ve never seen
work,” Rolett said.
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WEAPONS
WOMEN
CARRY
story by KRISTINA FRANCIS photos by LYDIA SCHWEICKART

On a dark, warm night at the beginning of the fall 2018
semester, Fordsville junior Riley Brey, then a sophomore, was
walking alone on WKU’s campus near the Valley when she had
an encounter she’ll never forget.
A black car was parked ahead with a man in the driver’s seat.
She also noticed there was a man by a dumpster near the car. The
man in the driver’s seat had his hand up holding a Walmart bag.
“He was watching me walk, and as soon as I got next to the
car, he got out of the car with the Walmart sack, and I started
running,” Brey said. “I was like, ‘That’s it, I can’t do this
anymore.’”
Many women may encounter experiences similar to this, but in
some cases, they may not be as lucky to escape. Adult women
account for 49% of all human trafficking victims detected
globally, according to the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime. Also, according to an Association of American Universities
Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Sexual Misconduct, 33%
of female undergraduates reported experiencing sexual assault or
misconduct in a survey across 27 U.S. universities in 2015.
Tim Gray, WKU Police Department’s public information officer,
teaches women’s self-defense classes due to the dangers women
face.
“Women face unique challenges that are more so unique to them
than us as men,” Gray said. “We’ve got some unspoken privileges
that we just don’t even really think about.”
Gray said some of these unspoken privileges that differentiate
women and men are that men don’t think as much about whether
it’s dark or daylight outside, where their car is parked or if they
have their keys in their hands.
One of the first scenarios Gray starts with in his classes at
Diddle Arena is simply walking through a parking lot. While
they don’t go to a parking lot, he shows how to escape an attack
whether someone is approaching from behind or ahead.

“I always ask the question, ‘What’s a common, everyday
situation that you guys, most of you, find yourselves in that just
makes the hairs on the back of your neck stand up, that just
makes you uncomfortable?’” Gray said. “Nine times out of 10,
it’s walking in a parking lot late at night.”
Geared up with red boxing gloves that trailed up her arms,
elbow pads, knee pads and a helmet, Kyah Stewart, a junior from
Mt. Juliet, Tennessee, learned how to escape an attacker in a
parking lot at one of Gray’s classes her freshman year.
Along with about 10 other women living in Douglas Keen Hall,
Stewart went to Diddle to meet Gray on the padded floors and
learn self-defense skills. Her resident assistant had organized the
training.
Stewart thought it would be beneficial to her because selfdefense skills are something she thinks women, and really
anyone, should know.
“I knew nothing going into it, so I thought this would be a great
way to start and learn how to defend myself,” Stewart said.
Although Stewart remembers learning the twisting maneuver
intended to free her if someone grabs her shoulder or arm, she
planned on attending another class this semester as a refresher.
Due to WKU’s response to COVID-19, the class Stewart was
going to attend, and any other campus events, were canceled.
“I would say that I do feel more confident to escape a situation
now that I’ve had these classes,” Stewart said.
She said she feels like she could adequately get out of a situation
with the knowledge she remembers. Stewart does want to
practice what she learned so she feels more confident using selfdefense.
Stewart said she is personally not comfortable with carrying
a weapon, which is why she thinks it’s important to have selfdefense skills.
Although Stewart does not own pepper spray, she thinks if
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Fordsville junior Riley Brey grew up around guns. “It makes me feel like I’m in control,” Brey said. She is now the legal age to carry a concealed weapon. “I think being
able to hide it will make people feel more comfortable around me,” Brey said. “I only have it to protect myself and those around me, not to be intimidating.”

someone has pepper spray in the bottom of their bag, that’s
when they should use their “moves.” She said there’s not
going to be an opportunity to say, “Timeout, let me grab my
pepper spray,” when being attacked.
While Stewart is not comfortable carrying a weapon, other
female students on the Hill feel safer with one.
Until Christmas 2019 when Brey, who had the encounter
in the Valley, got her 9mm pistol, she didn’t have a personal
firearm to carry on her, although she did grow up around
guns.
“We’ve just kinda been a family that, to put it bluntly, we
don’t take shit,” Brey said. “I’ve always carried a knife on
me.”
Unless someone has “serious” self-defense skills and lessons

under their belt, Brey thinks, “If you don’t have any kind
of weapon on you, that’s really it” when it comes to being
attacked, kidnapped or taken for sex-trafficking.
While Brey can’t bring her pistol to WKU, she does take
it to Walmart and her job at Tractor Supply Co. because she
feels safer with it. Brey said she’ll make it apparent she has a
firearm on her if she ever feels unsafe.
“I don’t use it, but I’ll show it to them to let them know that
I’ve got that,” Brey said. “‘Cause you don’t want to kill anyone
— no one wants to kill anyone or shoot anyone in general.”
Hailey Otten, a junior from Whitley City, also carries a
pistol. Hailey said she grew up in a family that loves guns, and
because she’s in the military, she’s accustomed to weapons.
Her husband, Caleb Otten, gave her a Ruger 380 pistol in
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spring 2019 before he was deployed. Hailey said Caleb
felt safer knowing she had a pistol, so he bought her one.
Hailey said her pistol does not necessarily make her feel
empowered since she is independent, but having it makes
her feel better when going certain places. Similar to Brey,
one place she specifically takes it to is Walmart. While
she has never felt the urge to pull her firearm out, she
does usually keep it on her.
“If I’m going to carry my purse, I have my gun,” Hailey
said. “If I’m not going to carry my purse, I don’t.”
Alison McDowell, a senior from Vincennes, Indiana,
owns a taser, pepper spray and multiple pocket knives.
The pepper spray that hangs from her car keychain was
a gift when she graduated from high school, which she
said to her is a normal item for women to receive before
college. She said she’s always had pocket knives.
“My dad just has given them to me, and I just keep them
in my backpack,” McDowell said. “I’ve never had to use
that.”
She said while most women probably aren’t given
pocket knives from their family members, since she grew
up on a farm, there would be times she would need them
to do certain tasks, making them normal to her.
Her dad also gave her a taser when she was a freshman
because her sister who graduated from Purdue University
also had one for safety reasons.
McDowell has never had to use any of her weapons and
said she’s never felt particularly unsafe on campus. She
said she did feel safer last year carrying pepper spray
or her taser as she walked back home to Northeast Hall
from the library, cutting behind Grise Hall where she
said it’s not very well-lit.
“I would hold my pepper spray or taser in my hand
then because when it’s 12 o’clock at night, you just don’t
know what’s going to be around the corner, definitely
when it’s not lit up,” McDowell said.
Harrodsburg native Megan Hughes graduated from

WKU in 2018 and spoke to her parents about purchasing
a gun when she began living alone — she ultimately
decided on a stun gun, though. Her mom gave her a
compact hot pink stun gun for Christmas last year when
she started working until 3 a.m. at the Medical Center at
Bowling Green. The stun gun is smaller than an iPhone
with a black sleeve that velcros shut.
“I think it gave her a sense of protection for me,”
Hughes said.
Parking a mile away then walking home after leaving
work is when Hughes feels safer having her stun gun in
her purse, pocket or hand. She has never used the stun
gun, but she said there have been cases where she felt
like she could have.
In one specific instance, she was walking back to her
boyfriend’s apartment at 3 a.m. from her car. As she
was walking to the WKU Apartments with Nala, her
12-pound Morkie, she saw someone sleeping near the
picnic tables between the Augenstein Alumni Center and
Chili’s. Hughes said someone else then popped out from
between the buildings and scared her.
Hughes said the man then said “Hey” and began to
approach her. She responded with, “Have a good night,”
picked up Nala and continued walking with her stun gun
stowed in her purse. She then called and woke up her
boyfriend, which she normally wouldn’t do.
“I had that (stun gun) in my purse and worse comes to
worst if that were ever need to be used I have it, which a
lot of girls can’t say,” Hughes said.
Hughes said she feels safer carrying a stun gun
compared to having other smaller weapons such as
pepper spray or “little kitty cat ears.”
“I know it’s (the stun gun) not going to kill anybody,
but will definitely deter them,” Hughes said. “Whether it
be paralyze them temporarily or enough to just say ‘oh
crap she means business.’”

OPPOSITE TOP: Alison McDowell, a senior from Vincennes, Ind., owns multiple weapons,
including pocket knives, a taser and pepper spray. McDowell’s father gave her the stun gun
her freshman year of college. She said the pepper spray and stun gun have made her feel
safer walking late at night on campus but has never had to use any of her weapons.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: McDowell has always carried pocket knives. Her father gave them
to her. Knives are sometimes a necessary tool for completing tasks on a farm, she said. She
keeps them in her backpack but has never had to use them.
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NOW AND
AGAIN
photo story by EMMA STEELE

The Talisman has a long-lasting tradition covering the community and student life of WKU. What started in 1924 as the WKU yearbook, the Talisman
encapsulates memories of the people before us who trekked similar paths on
campus. We had students recreate some of these moments on campus captured
in Talisman yearbooks in vintage-inspired clothing that has come back in style.
This generation pulls styles from the ‘60s-’90s, with their own modern twists.

Bringing a dog to campus can make for a perfect photo-op. Bowling
Green freshman Thurston Owens sits with a dog, Mags, to recreate
this 1988 classic, tied together with the long-standing outfit of jeans
with white sneakers.
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Tying a simple scarf around one’s neck has been
used for fashion across many generations. This
photo from 1969 of a student clutching her book
is recreated by Louisville sophomore Maggie
Smith.

WKU has its own area for disc golf located at
the bottom of the Hill. Bloomington junior Elena
Hollingsworth throws a frisbee in her denim jeans
and white T-shirt to recreate a photo from 1980.
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A simple plaid blazer can be the perfect way
to pull an outfit together. Lexington sophomore
Kennedie Nelson recreates an old portrait of the
1973 Western Homecoming Queen.

A photo from 1994 shows a variety of students
working on their studies on the Colonnades
outside the Fine Arts Center.

In the 1986 Talisman, a story titled “A look at what’s hot and what’s not,” pictures students wearing sweatsuits, midi skirts and blazer jackets. Louisville freshman
Aaron McKinney (from left), Bowling Green freshman Amber Jennings and Nashville freshman Roshila Tamang pull together their ‘80s-inspired outfits.
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Recreating the photo on the previous page, Talisman staff members and other students represent modern & vintage styles while posed on the Colonnades outside FAC.

Louisville freshman Aaron McKinney and Nashville freshman Roshila Tamang
recreate this 1974 photo of two students chatting on campus. Bucket hats and
plaid prints are still seen in everyday style.
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NOT JUST
NUMBERS
story by ZORA GORDON photos by RICHARD GREGOR illustrations by HAILEE LUNTE

Sam Aldrich, a freshman from Hendersonville,
Tennessee, pulls a portion of her long brown hair
over her forehead and snips at it until she has bangs
above her blue-gray eyes.
“No one’s like, ‘Oh my god, my life is going so
good, you know what I’m gonna do? Get bangs,’”
her voiceover says. “No bitch, you did that at 3 a.m.
while sobbing, OK? Sit the fuck down.”
Within an hour, the December 2019 TikTok video
got 60,000 likes and as of early April had 5.5 million
views and 1.2 million likes. Aldrich’s account,
@sammmtheman, now has more than 100,000
followers.
“It doesn’t seem like a real number because I
gained all of these followers in a month,” she said.
With the newfound stardom, Aldrich, began to
brainstorm new video ideas to maintain and increase
the interest in her page.
She began by putting her own spin on a trend
focusing on zodiac characteristics, where people
pretend to be “sent away” to be forced into behaving
in strict accordance with zodiac traits. The video
gained so much traction that she did a 12-part
series on each of the different signs. Ultimately, she
continued creating other point-of-view videos in
which there is a main theme or plot, where she adds
her own input or twist.
“I post every day,” Aldrich said. “I’ll film probably
like three videos over the weekend and post them
later so I don’t have to film every day.”
With such a demand for her videos, Aldrich spends
a majority of her screen time on TikTok.
“My parents think I have an addiction, which is

true, but I read every single comment, and I want
every video to be perfect,” she said.
By reading every comment on her videos, Aldrich
opens herself up to the criticisms of anyone who
watches her videos. Aldrich said that while some
negative comments do hurt her feelings, she
experiences much more positivity.
“There’s the whole thing recently where girls are
bringing each other up,” she said. “Most of my
followers are girls.”
Many of those girls show their support through
comments. The confidence boost along with her
love for creating content helps Aldrich continue
making videos on TikTok.
Aldrich is not shortsighted in her aspirations
for social media. She focuses on the data for her
channels and can explain several different statistics
and demographics of viewers pertinent to her
account, such as how many followers and likes she
can get based on views for each video. She sees how
knowing these things can help make her following
continue to grow in the future. She is interested not
only in building her own page but also applying her
knowledge professionally, perhaps in social media
analytics.
Aldrich has already had opportunities to use her
social media experience in a professional setting
as a social media intern for the Center for Medical
Interoperability, a medical company, over the
summer, where she managed the company’s social
media accounts with her sister.
Elizabethtown freshman Abbie Cross uses TikTok
under the username @fallingfar232 as a safe place to

Under the handle @sammmtheman, Hendersonville, Tenn., freshman Sam Aldrich creates and posts content to the popular social media app TikTok.
“TikTok has helped me be more confident and open in my online self expression,” Aldrich said. She had amassed about 113,000 followers on the app
as of early April. “I post at least once a day,” Aldrich said, “You have to, otherwise people will forget who you are.”
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Abbie Cross, also known on
TikTok as @fallingfar232, sets up
their camera in costume as Shota
Aizawa from the popular anime
“My Hero Academia.” Cross
cosplays as various pop culture
characters for TikTok.

express their thoughts and be creative. Cross’ videos have a wide variety
of subject matter but mostly involve cosplaying as various fictional
characters and portraying LGBTQ+ experiences, like overcoming gender
dysphoria, to their audience.
“I made videos showing the experience a lot of people feel when they
are feeling dysphoric, like how putting on a binder and being flattened
can make you feel right,” Cross said.
For cosplay, Cross spends hours at a time dressing up as various
characters from pop culture, such as Present Mic, Aizawa, Deku and
Midnight from the show “My Hero Academia.” Over summer 2019, they
cosplayed as a siren, and the makeup alone took six hours.
“You have no money as a cosplayer — and no time,” Cross said. “So you
have to work with what you’ve got. I painted my whole face blue with
nothing but this little tiny eyeshadow palette.”
The time commitment for preparing for a video alone can take
anywhere from 30 minutes to several hours, but because Cross is a selfproclaimed perfectionist, capturing the final video can take anywhere
from five to 50 tries.
In under a year, Cross has amassed a following of nearly 24,000
followers on the app as of early April and continues to see that number
rise. Because of their growth, they have found a way to stay connected.
One of Cross’ followers made a Discord server which allows other
followers to be able to communicate with both each other and Cross
through group calls and texting. The server is a safe place for all of Cross’
followers to talk about any of their experiences.
Cross said they believe many of their followers are members of the
LGBTQ+ community due to the main conversation topics people have on
the server. Discord provides a place for them to reassure and support one
another, away from potential harassment.

“If someone is going through gender dysphoria and facing a lot of
discrimination from their parents or peers, it’s just a place where they
can come and be themselves,” they said.
This idea of a safe place and self-expression does not exist purely
on the Discord server but on the TikTok app as well. For Cross, TikTok
has provided growth in both their mental state and self. By posting on
the app, Cross discovered and embraced their gender fluidity and has
become more confident.
“Before TikTok, I was a completely different person,” they said. “I was
so shy. Not to say TikTok is the source of my happiness, but before I was
just generally unhappy with me as a person.”
Ultimately the app is a place where they feel accepted and free to be
themselves.
“Whenever I started TikToking and making these fun videos and making
all these cool friends, I kind of discovered myself as a person,” Cross
said. “It was through cosplay that this is me, and it’s grown from there.”
During one meeting last fall with their Sigma Alpha sisters where
everyone went around and said something good about each other, most
comments about Cross were that they had grown since the spring 2019
semester, Cross said.
“I was this scary little awkward ball, and now I’m definitely more
outgoing,” Cross said.
Jordan Daniels, a Bowling Green native, is 16 years old and had a
following of 2.2 million people on TikTok as of early April. He has more
than 100 videos. Some have over 1 million views, and some videos have
about 18 million views. He began posting dance videos on the app with
the username @imyvnghomie in the middle of 2019.
The “dance” hashtag has about 100 billion views and makes up a large
portion of videos on TikTok. Jordan Daniels’ first video to go viral was a
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Jordan Daniels, @imyvnghomie on TikTok, dances in front of his phone
camera in Fountain Square Park. He produces content for both YouTube
and TikTok. He had 2.2 million followers on TikTok as of early April.

dance video filmed at the top of the Hill at WKU. He found out about his
video’s rapid circulation while he was on vacation.
“I didn’t expect it to go viral,” he said. “I was at the Smoky Mountains,
and I was freaking out.”
As his videos continued to gain traction, he quickly made a strong
presence on the app, gaining more than 100,000 followers in less than
a month.
“It has gotten me a lot of opportunities that I didn’t think could
happen,” he said.
Jordan Daniels has filmed advertisements at WKU for Doritos, which
paid him to be an influencer. He has also been in various music videos,
for artists such as NLE Choppa and Blueface.
In order to make these opportunities a reality, Jordan Daniels has to
travel between Bowling Green, Atlanta and Los Angeles while also
growing his fan base and finishing his high school education. Even with
these other obligations, he continues to post once or sometimes several
times a day.
Jordan Daniels has to have a strong team to support him. He said his

family and friends help him make the most of the opportunities he has
been given. His family created Yvng Homie Entertainment to help him
with booking and planning events, travel and management. His older
brother, Brandon Daniels, helps manage his schedule and travels with
him.
“I think it helps him stay humble,” Brandon Daniels said. “I think at a
young age like that something could go to your head, but for him it’s just
all brand new and he’s just enjoying it.”
Jordan Daniels also hopes to use his exposure to eventually pursue
a career in acting. Until then, he makes it a point to enjoy everything
he is doing. He continues to make comedy videos with his friends
@dreamhouseky and includes recreational events in his travels. Daniels
said he wants to continue to be a positive role model for his friends and
fans and tries not to let his following get to his head. Aldrich echoed
this idea.
“It’s important to remember that your follower count and your views
are just numbers,” Aldrich said. “And they don’t define you.”
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THE
K-POP
story by NICOLE CHRISTENSEN photos by MADIHAH ABRI

A shot pans in of a group of seven men with brightlycolored hair and clout goggles standing outside, fist bumping
and dancing to a distant catchy tune behind a chain link
fence with the word “YOUTH” spelled out in toilet paper.
A menacing hooded figure appears. One of the men jumps
the fence and stares at the camera, confused, while putting
in earbuds. Loud and intense music starts in a build-up of
tension that can only lead to something monumental. BTS
comes in full force, dancing what is known by fans as one
of their most intricate choreographies, with sharp and fast
movements to each beat of the song, “Fire.”
This BTS song from 2016 has racked up more than 647
million views as of April 17 on the music video and about
133 million streams on Spotify, even though it was released
before they gained most of their fame. This music genre has
been a part of South Korean culture since the 1990s and has
gone beyond its fame in Asia to reach fans worldwide in
recent years. This is K-pop.
Allison Francis, a freshman from Louisville, woke up to her
alarm playing “Fire” every morning while in high school. She
has been a fan of K-pop since 2016 when she fell down the
usual “rabbit hole” on YouTube and came across the “Fire”
music video. What drew her to K-pop were the messages
behind the music, along with a distinct music style that

combines musical elements from both Eastern and Western
cultures.
“The way their music sounded was so different than
American-style music,” Francis said. “It really attracted me
to it. It was like a breath of fresh air.”
Francis thinks many fans resonate with K-pop more than
American music because, despite the songs being in a
different language, the messages are universal.
Olivia Blackmon, a freshman from Nashville, said some
of the messages that can be found in K-pop songs include
self-discovery while growing up and a questioning of
existence, authority, money and significance, all of which
she found were told through lyrics like interesting stories.
Some of these songs include “Palette” by IU, “Melted” by
AKMU and “Very Nice” by SEVENTEEN.
“Personally, I kinda got turned off from American music
having the same materialist messages, and I really like that
K-pop would have something to say about the experiences of
life,” Blackmon said.
In particular, BTS, which stands for Bangtan Sonyeondan
in Korean, which means Bulletproof Boy Scouts in English, is
known for themes of self love in their songs, which many fans
have found therapeutic and helped them get through rough
times, said Emily Finchem, a freshman from Nashville.

OPPOSITE TOP: Frankfort freshman Felicia M.cCroskey presents images of Suga and V, both members of BTS, McCroskey’s
favorite group. McCroskey considers Suga her “bias,” a term used within K-pop to indicate which member is that fan’s favorite
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: McCroskey is a part of a new and progressing fan base for the genre K-pop. K-pop is a genre of music that
holds heavy influence in Korean culture and internationally.
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McCroskey poses with her merchandise from popular K-pop bands
EXO and BTS. “K-pop is something that almost everyone who listens
to it can bond over, and the whole community hypes each other up,”
McCroskey said. “It has brought me closer to existing friends, closer to
some people in my own family and helped me make new friends.”

Felicia McCroskey, a freshman from Frankfort, once saw
a phrase that she resonated with when it came to K-pop
and particularly BTS: “You find them when you need them
most.”
McCroskey said she got into K-pop a lot during her junior
year of high school, a hard time in her life. On the days that
were more difficult, she would turn to K-pop. She ended
her Tuesdays by curling up under her covers when she was
supposed to be asleep and watching BTS’ reality show
called “Run BTS!” on her phone — the last thing she did
in her day so she went to sleep feeling happy.
International K-pop fans tend to have a unique story
for how they found K-pop, whether it was from a song
recommendation on Spotify or from watching an episode
of “Teens React” on YouTube. One feeling that connects
many international K-pop fans is their experiences with
stereotypes that come with liking K-pop and societal
pressures for them not to show it off, Francis said.
“I feel bad because it’s a part of my personality, I guess,

“BTS really did open that door,” Finchem said.
McCroskey has recently been more open in discussing
K-pop with those around her. She said she was used to
being a kid with interests that nobody cared to hear about,
such as anime, books and emo bands. K-pop was like that
for her at first, but as it is growing globally, she is getting
over it and telling people she likes it.
“Usually, if you are a K-pop stan, it’s a huge part of your
life,” McCroskey said.
The word “stan” is a fandom slang word for a more
diehard fan that refers to the song “Stan” by Eminem and
has been adopted by many different fandoms, according
to Merriam-Webster Dictionary. As she has told people,
she has found others in her life who like K-pop, such as
her cousin, Frankfort freshman Noah Lyles. She said that
shared interest has brought them closer together.
“When you meet somebody who also is into it and
understands it, you become close in this way that you were
never close in that way before,” McCroskey said.

Our biggest struggle
right now as K-pop fans is
trying to make people
take us seriously.
-Felicia McCroskey
because it’s one of my interests,” Francis said. “But also,
I’m not to that point where I feel completely comfortable
because even though it is becoming more accepted to be
into it, people don’t like what they don’t know.”
McCroskey said she thinks K-pop is slowly becoming
more acceptable in pop culture in the U.S.
Much of the U.S. was first exposed to K-pop with the
popularity of “Gangnam Style,” Finchem said. K-pop has
been in the U.S. for a while now, but recently something
just clicked with fans. Through talk show appearances,
YouTube videos and news articles, multiple K-pop groups
have worked to make their presence better known through
promotions in the U.S. media, such as collaborations with
American artists and making appearances on American
shows — a relatively new phenomenon.

Lyles won’t tell someone he likes K-pop unless they bring
it up first. He said he isn’t embarrassed about liking K-pop,
but he believes it is still taboo, especially in places like
Kentucky.
“People can have preconceived notions about what K-pop
is — it’s just a little different,” Lyles said.
Lyles said it’s harder for guys to get into K-pop, especially
with the way the media portrays male K-pop idols as
having brightly-colored hair, wearing makeup and dressing
differently from Western culture’s norms associated with
masculinity. He said he’s scared, at times, of what other
guys would think of his interest in K-pop since most guys
in the U.S. aren’t used to breaking the norms.
“I think eventually it will get better, but right now, it’s like
guys aren’t supposed to like K-pop in general,” Lyles said.
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Lyles, who is Chinese-American, was drawn to K-pop because
he saw Asian representation and people who looked similar
to him being popularized in a way he had not seen in the U.S.
much before.
“It’s cool that Asian people are being represented now, being
noticed for their accomplishments in more mainstream media
because we were always the minority,” Finchem said. “There’s
a lot of negative connotations with that.”
Finchem, who is also Chinese-American, grew up in the
predominantly white South. She found K-pop in middle school
and did not realize the impact it left on her at the time.
“I felt represented, in a way, and I realized that later on,”
Finchem said.
Finchem said she felt that Asian representation has been
missing until recently, and K-pop is one of the ways she has
seen this representation.
“I’d like to see K-pop make roads for greater cultural
representation for all Asian cultures in America,” Lyles said.
K-pop is exposing the U.S. to Korean culture, but there is a
deep-seated issue of separation of cultures that becomes
prevalent when this happens, McCroskey said.
“I always say there is a double standard,” McCroskey said.
“Americans expect that every other country is going to like our
stuff. We expect it. If they don’t, it’s almost wrong. But when
Americans like something that’s not American, it’s wrong —
it’s unpatriotic — it’s weird.”
Blackmon said she believes some people think those who find
interests in other cultures like K-pop stans do so because they
don’t like their own culture.
“Maybe we see things we don’t like as a result of looking
outside, but that doesn’t mean we hate and disown our own
culture,” Blackmon said.
When someone in America gets into K-pop, they are brought
into discussions about other subjects related to culture,
including globalization, the global economy and xenophobia,
McCroskey said. She said K-pop has opened her eyes and made
her more culturally aware than she was before.
It has made her more of an advocate for dealing with
discrimination and injustice. She is more sensitive about
noticing things and gets angrier about injustices than in the
past. It made her open up to thinking about life differently and
not just think about what it’s like being an American listening

to K-pop. Instead, she sees a more holistic worldview on K-pop,
on how someone in a different part of the world approaches
K-pop differently.
“I realize the importance of globalization and seeing things
and accepting things that aren’t English and realizing that it
doesn’t matter what a language is,” McCroskey said. All that
matters is that the music is good, and the people are good
people, she said.
Blackmon has studied the Korean culture on a deeper level
by learning Korean as she got into K-pop. She found K-pop
through watching the music video for “DNA” by BTS in
September 2017. For the next two years, she spent her free
time learning Korean, originally by herself and eventually at
the Korean School of Nashville alongside preteen students. She
spent the summer before her freshman year in South Korea
and got to experience Korean culture firsthand. Korean was
the first language Blackmon taught herself, and because she
was successful, she is now teaching herself to speak Spanish,
Japanese and ASL, or American Sign Language.
“Since it’s so tied to my identity as being a language learner
and an explorer of different cultures, I feel like I can show
people a side of being a K-pop fan that they maybe didn’t see,”
Blackmon said.
As an African-American, Blackmon found it difficult at first to
get into K-pop because it pulled elements from American music
styles, many of which were heavily influenced by AfricanAmerican music such as hip-hop, in order to appeal globally.
“We see this pattern — this pattern of people loving the style
and swag of African-Americans and their music but not really
loving us,” Blackmon said. “You get that a lot here in America,
but to see that in a place where they’re not forced to face the
problems of race that we have here because they’re so far
removed from us, it’s just that feeling of someone loving your
culture but not really loving you being there and things like that
makes it sort of uncomfortable.”
She said it was hard for many African-American fans to
deal with at times, calling the elements in K-pop with signs
of cultural appropriation kind of unsettling despite wanting to
love the music. She has found online communities for AfricanAmerican and minority fans to unite who are learning Korean
and appreciate the culture.
“It was sort of a long internal struggle, but I feel like it was

It's like it's a little secret club,
except it's not little.
-Allison Francis
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better for just finding my identity in general,” Blackmon said.
K-pop has a stereotype on social media of fans being singleminded and obsessed, but behind that, there is a very diverse
fanbase with fans all over the world, and there is a learning curve
for everyone dealing with that worldwide aspect, McCroskey said.
“We’re viewed as 14-year-old crazy obsessed fans, and that’s
not really it,” McCroskey said. “There’s a common thread I see
in K-pop stans, and we are all people that think deeply — we
feel deeply, we are open-minded and we can appreciate things.”
K-pop fans often get a bad rep from a select few in the group
on social media in particular, but there are always those “bad
eggs” who proliferate the stigma. Underneath that, it comes
down to the music, McCroskey said.
“Our biggest struggle right now as K-pop fans is trying to
make people take us seriously,” McCroskey said.

Lyles said he hopes one day everyone can at least appreciate
K-pop for what it is, which he thinks can be done by helping
people realize what K-pop means to some people’s lives. He
said he definitely doesn’t think he would be the person he is
today if he hadn’t started listening to K-pop.
Finchem went to WKU’s Korean Pop Culture Club for the first
time this semester and found it to be fun because there were
many different types of people involved and no judgement
about their shared interests.
“I feel like it would be helpful if they could contribute with the
new love they have because I know you can feel like you have
all this excitement for it but no outlet for it,” Blackmon said.
K-pop connects so many people, and when someone notices
others are into it, it’s a conversation starter, Francis said.
“It’s like it’s a little secret club, except it’s not little,” she said.

Ashland Gatton Academy junior Melanie Grimm (from left), Nashville freshman Emily Finchem, Louisville freshman Makayla Davis,
Nashville freshman Olivia Blackmon, Louisville freshman Allison Francis and Frankfort freshman Felicia McCroskey all are members
of WKU’s Korean Pop Culture Club. KPCC meets Wednesday nights and hosts a variety of activities relating to K-pop.
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EVERYTHING STARTS
WITH MAMA
story and photos by MORGAN HORNSBY

Within the gray walls of the Warren County Regional Jail’s small
library, Jennifer Douglas waits patiently for class to begin. She has
just gotten off from a shift in the jail’s kitchen, where she works
seven hours a day and five days a week preparing meals. Around the
table sits a small group of women who are part of the jail’s Relapse
and Recovery Prevention class, a program meant to rehabilitate
those with drug-related sentences. For the next hour, the women
take turns speaking, analyzing past behaviors and looking toward
the future. Jennifer is quiet, listening when others share. Her halffilled workbook contains curled handwriting and drawings of her
family: her parents, two daughters, one son and eight grandchildren.
“I can’t be a mother from behind these walls,” Jennifer said.
Jennifer has been incarcerated for almost a year with charges in
drug trafficking and bail jumping. This is not the first time she has
been in jail, but it is the longest. According to the Vera Institute of
Justice, the majority of women who are incarcerated are charged
with lower-level, drug-related offenses, and 80% of incarcerated
women are mothers.
“We watch our mama,” Jennifer said. “Everything starts at home
with our mama.”
For years, Jennifer said she watched her mother endure an abusive
relationship.
“I didn’t want a man to push me over,” she said. “I was scared of
becoming like my mom in that way.”
Instead, Jennifer tried to live independently as a single mother. She
began struggling with drug addiction as an adult but remained the
primary guardian of her three children.
“I’ve always told them to be better than me,” she said.
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Ashley Douglas holds her 3-month-old daughter at her home in Bowling Green on Feb. 14. This summer, Ashley’s mother, Jennifer, is awaiting her chance
to hold her granddaughter for the first time once she is released from jail.
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TOP: Jennifer Douglas calls her boyfriend at the Warren County Regional Jail on Feb. 28. At the jail, phone calls cost a little more than $3 per 15 minutes. In Kentucky,
where inmates can be paid as little as 9 cents an hour for their labor, phone calls can be rare. Jennifer calls her boyfriend and her children as often as she can.
ABOVE LEFT: Jennifer attends a Relapse and Recovery Prevention class at the jail on Feb. 28. The class, meant for those with drug-related sentences, is structured
like group therapy.
ABOVE RIGHT: Jennifer shares her cell in jail with one other person. When she is not working or in class, Jennifer said she spends most of her time watching television.
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TOP: Ashley braids the hair of her older sister, Alessandra Douglas. Ashley describes herself as the caretaker and the protector of her family.
BOTTOM: Ashley pumps breast milk at home. Before motherhood, Ashley said she was a different person. “I was wild,” she said. “But as soon
as you have a baby, mothering just comes to you. It’s automatic.”
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“As a mom, I would say I’m superwoman.
It’s a round-the-clock job, and
sometimes I’m exhausted.
I need her here.”
-Ashley Douglas
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On a Friday morning, Ashley Douglas woke up in her apartment
to use her breast pump while her 3-month-old daughter slept in the
room above. Ashley is Jennifer’ youngest daughter, a stay-at-home
mom with two children. She described herself as the caretaker and
protector of her family. While she pumped, her older sister Alessandra
Douglas, who lives nearby and visits often, burst through the door
begging Ashley to fix her hair and make her lunch. Ashley complied.
Soon, the home filled with laughter and jokes between sisters. They
argued who has the best chicken recipe, neither budging in their
own self-assuredness. Alessandra’s one-year-old son, Ace, bounded
through the house like a small tornado, energetically reaching for
toys, picture frames and his mother’s hair. Ashley reminded them of
her sleeping daughter, and the room quieted but was never silent.
Ashley and Alessandra agreed their family has always been close
knit.
“We’ve always had an open relationship, me and my brother and my
mom,” Ashley said. “If there’s something going on, we talk about it.”
As Jennifer struggled with addiction and spent time in jail, that
closeness was tested. When Jennifer was incarcerated last year,
Ashley, Alessandra and their brother were frustrated and discouraged.
Ashley decided to maintain their relationship despite frustrations and
offered her a place to stay after her sentence was complete.
“Even though I don’t understand her decisions sometimes, I still try
to be there for her,” Ashley said. “If you lose everyone when you go
to jail, you give up. I do everything that I can to be there for her.”
Doug Miles, program services director at the Warren County
Regional Jail, said many of the inmates, especially those who
struggle with drug addiction, lose ties with their families during their
incarceration. This makes the process of reentry, or the transition
from jail to the outside, even more challenging.
“In the cycle of addiction, people burn bridges,” Miles said. “When
they’re released, they don’t have anything to go back to except what
got them in trouble in the first place.”
Jennifer said the support of Ashley and her other children has
encouraged her to continue working on herself and thinking toward
the future.
“They are standing behind me,” Jennifer said. “No matter if I fail,
they still love me. In their eyes I’m no failure. I know I can always
come back up.”
Right now, Jennifer and Ashley maintain their relationship through
phone calls.
In prisons and jails across the U.S., these calls come at a price. In
the Warren County Jail, inmates who wish to use the phone must
purchase phone cards. For $10, an inmate can make three calls for

up to 15 minutes apiece. In the state of Kentucky, where inmates can
be paid as little as 9 cents an hour for their labor, phone calls can be
very costly.
Jennifer and Ashley talk whenever she can afford it, which is about
once a week.
“The best I can do is to be a voice,” Jennifer said. “To say ‘I love
you, I’ve got you, just hold on — I’ll be there soon.’ I don’t want that
anymore. I want to call and say, ‘I’m on my way.’”  
Jennifer and Ashley agree this type of a relationship has its
limitations. Since Jennifer was incarcerated last year, she has missed
birthdays, holidays and daily life with her family. During Jennifer’s
incarceration, Ashley became pregnant with her first daughter.
Jennifer said the pregnancy and the birth of her granddaughter were
the hardest things to miss.
“She was limited in what she could do, but she did everything that
she could,” Ashley said.
When Ashley had doctor’s appointments, Jennifer asked a family
friend to accompany her as a mother figure. Other times, Jennifer
called with encouragement and support.
Still, Ashley was left to navigate her pregnancy on her own for
the most part. When she wanted to learn how to breastfeed, she
consulted YouTube. She went to appointments with her mom’s friend
or sometimes on her own. Ashley said she felt her mother’s absence
the most during her labor, which lasted 30 hours. She spoke to her
mother about it afterward.
“When she asked me how it was, I told her I needed my mama.”
Ashley said.
Three months after the birth of her daughter, Ashley is still
anticipating her mother’s release.
“As a mom, I would say I’m superwoman,” Ashley said. “It’s a
round-the-clock job, and sometimes I’m exhausted. I need her here.”
After her release, Jennifer plans to start a job close to their home
and take care of her grandchildren as much as possible. She said she
is most looking forward to taking her grandsons fishing and holding
her granddaughter for the first time.
Regardless of where Jennifer is — in the jail, in Ashley’s home or
anywhere else — Ashley said she looks to her for guidance as she
navigates motherhood.
“I love my kids unconditionally, which is a reflection of how I was
brought up,” she said. “She showed me what it means to give your
all.”

OPPOSITE TOP: Jennifer prepares food in the kitchen of the jail on Feb. 28.
Douglas works in the kitchen seven hours a day and five days a week.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Ashley washes dishes at her home on Feb. 14. Ashley is a
stay-at-home mother of two children.
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EVOLVING
SPORT

story by DILLON MCCORMICK photos by GRACE ARMES

ABOVE:

Ask anyone on the street to name a WKU sport, and two answers
likely emerge: basketball or football. But beneath the surface is a
whole ecosystem of smaller varsity programs that thrive — including,
since May 2016, a burgeoning esports program.
Esports refers to the competitive playing of video games. WKU
esports fields teams for three games. Beginning with a League of
Legends team, the program added Rocket League and Overwatch
teams in 2019. In April, online intramural games were added, which

included Rocket League, FIFA 20, Madden NFL 20, NBA 2k20 and
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate.
League of Legends has relatively complicated rules, but it comes
down to the competing teams trying to capture the other’s base, said
Bowling Green doctoral student Jessica Manrow, coach of the League
of Legends team. To help them along the way, teams complete certain
objectives that give them power-ups.
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Louisville senior John Hasner strategizes his next play during a practice round of Overwatch while teammate and Shelbyville
senior David Johnson plays in the background. The Overwatch team practiced every Thursday night from 6-9 p.m.
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Mt. Juliet, Tenn., sophomore Tucker Huddleston watches during a scrimmage with Saint Louis University before he joins in the next round.
Alternate Noah Burchett, a freshman from Whitley City, watches with him.

Manrow has been a part of the program since the very
beginning, as her mother is the faculty adviser. She said
the program didn’t attract her at first, although she has
been playing League of Legends since it was first released
in 2009. Her involvement grew from giving occasional
feedback to becoming a full-fledged team member.
“It became something I really wanted to be involved in
because I think esports is the future,” she said.
Bowling Green senior Carlos Sierra is the coach of
the Rocket League team and has been part of the
esports team since his freshman year after he heard
about it from someone in his trigonometry class. Former
President Gary Ransdell had recently given permission
for the esports club to become a varsity program.
Sierra described Rocket League as a game similar to soccer,
“but you take it from 2D to 3D,” said Sierra, meaning that
players can also move up and down in addition to side to
side. Players control virtual cars that fly around an arena,
and a team scores points by moving the ball into the
opposing team’s goal. There are three players on a team,

and WKU fields two teams that compete separately: Team
Hilltopper, the more competitive of the two, and Team Big
Red.
Nashville sophomore Hailey Ray plays for the Overwatch
team. She described the game as a 6 vs. 6 first-person
shooter.
“There are a couple different things you can do: capture
the flag, where you have to capture a certain point and take
control over it,” she said..”There’s something where you
push a payload and try and get it as far as you can, and then
there are hybrid games, which are a mix of the two.”
This fall, Ray’s best friend was trying out for the team and
asked her to come along. She initially had doubts.
“I was like, ‘I don’t know, I haven’t played in like a year,’
just because when I came into school I joined Greek life and
stuff like that,” Ray said.
Eventually, she joined the team’s group chat, where
several team members offered to practice with her before
the tryouts. With their help, she and her friend both made
the team.
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Each team’s training regimen is much like that
of any other sports team, with warmups, drills
and scrimmages. The team plays practice games
against one another and talks about specific
strategies they want to try out during matches.
“If we have a really close match, sometimes we will do
a video review, going over the stats, positioning, boost
usage and other aspects of the game,” Sierra said.
Brentwood, Tennessee, junior Kellyanne Shaw, a
member of the League of Legends team, said improving
as a team involves more than just playing together.
“We have group chats where we talk about what
kind of compositions we want to do and strategies and
stuff,” she said. “A big part is playing on your own and
developing your skills as an individual player before you
develop as a team together.”
WKU esports has grown significantly in its few years
as a varsity program, which started in a small room in
Garrett Conference Center.
“When I first joined, we were six people, and I was the
only undergrad,” Sierra said. “We were really more of a
group of friends or a club, and we weren’t really seen as
a varsity program. Nowadays, we are known across the
state and region for our esports program,” he said.
WKU is the largest of five universities in the state
with a varsity esports program, the other four being
Brescia, Campbellsville, Pikeville, and the University of
the Cumberlands, according to the National Association
of College Esports.
“Now we have this bigger space, which is really
nice,” Sierra said, referring to the bright and spacious
room on the side of McCormack Hall where his team
was practicing. A few dozen computers line the walls,
with headsets and backlit keyboards attached. A large
flatscreen TV hangs on one wall, which Sierra said they
use to watch games and review footage.
On a Saturday in February, the League of Legends
team competed virtually against Aquinas College on that
flatscreen. Each character possessed a certain skill set,
and the in-game camera cut to different battles across
the arena every few seconds. The players were fixed to
their individual computer screens and communicated
with one another through their headsets — even though
they sat only a few feet away from one another, it was
best not to risk miscommunication.
After a few minutes of watching, the familiar sports
narratives began to show. WKU was down early but

managed to keep the score close for most of the game.
Successful plays by the Hilltoppers elicited excited
shouts, and the spectators grit their teeth when Aquinas
College began to widen their lead. Big Red showed up to
cheer the players on, although most of the team didn’t
break their focus from the action to acknowledge the
mascot. In the end, WKU ended up losing the match.
Most professional teams in esports have few women
players, even though women make up a sizable portion
of the fanbase, according to a 2019 Denver Post article.
“I think I have to fight a little bit harder to be
respected,” Ray said. “No matter how much they think
it’s not a big deal, it’s kind of a subconscious thing, since
you don’t really see as many girls playing video games.”
Shaw notes that stereotypes about women seep into
her experience as a player.
Shaw said she has always played League of Legends
with groups of men, and she plays in the “support” role,
which means she helps other team members with their
tasks in the game.
“I haven’t got any flack for it here, but in the past I
have gotten told, ‘Oh you’re a woman and you’re playing
support, how conventional,’” Shaw said.
But Shaw said on the WKU esports team, she feels
respected.
“Here everyone has treated me pretty equally, and
that’s what I enjoy,” she said. “It’s nice that people here
don’t see my gender as a difference or a way to treat
me differently. I’m still valued as a part of the team,
and my opinion is taken with the same weight as my
teammates’.”
Ray echoed the sentiment.
“Seeing me in person really helped, I think,” she said.
“They got to see how hard I worked.”
For Ray, the biggest impact has been the relationships
she’s forged.
“A lot of people in this room I wouldn’t normally be
friends with because I was in Greek life,” she said. “A
lot of people think gaming is an isolated bubble. We
might not like all the same things, but there’s this central
thing we all like.”
For Sierra, the impact of the esports team on his life
has been immense.
“Being part of something new and helping it grow
into something respectable, I see esports as a gateway
into my future,” he said. “I think overall it’s helped me
develop into a more mature person.”
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PERFECT MATCH
story by CATHERINE SHEFFIELD photos by CRISTINA BETZ

Sitting down at his desk in his office with white walls covered in plenty
of WKU red decor in Diddle Arena, WKU Volleyball Coach Travis Hudson
straightened his chaotic array of papers and scattered pens as he turned
off music playing from his Amazon Echo Dot. Behind him was WKU’s
red towel logo on his wall, painting the perfect halo around his frame.
Hudson first became involved with the volleyball team as a student
majoring in business management. He was a practice player before
becoming a volunteer assistant coach for the team. In 1994, he graduated
from WKU and became the head coach. At 25 years old, he was the
youngest head coach in Division I volleyball. In 2019, he celebrated his
25th season in the position of head coach.
While coaching volleyball was never on his radar while he was an
undergraduate and years prior, Hudson claimed it was not much of a
shock to end up coaching a sport he did not have much experience in
other than his first encounter as a practice player. The coach said he
always knew he wanted to work with children as either a teacher or
coach.
With this position, however, he found his perfect match.
Senior player Emma Kowalkowski from Lake Orion, Michigan, said
Hudson loves to spend the last 30 minutes before games giving “chalk
talks” to fans who want to know more about the game. During these
“chalk talks,” he will explain the game plan and the technique and give a
breakdown of how fans should watch the game. In Diddle’s media room,
Hudson will gather a small audience of fans who want to understand the
game better and break it down for them from his seat at the press table.
Kowalkowski said she has not seen this kind of engagement with fans in
her experience before working with Hudson, and it is one of the many
factors that contributes to his success.
“He respects everyone who buys a ticket,” Kowalkowski said. “They
create that atmosphere.”
While being a coach satisfies the teaching aspect of some of his
early intentions, the only kids Hudson really gets to work with, besides
his younger fans, are more grown-up than he would experience in
a primary or secondary school classroom. Hudson did not lose out
completely on working with younger children by taking a job with adults,
though, because his two sons Tyler Hudson, a high school senior, and
Andrew Hudson, an eighth grader, are involved every step of the way.
Kowalkowski said his sons are always around Diddle and are involved in
the life of the team by attending events and cheering on the players. Tyler
is not very interested in the sport, but Andrew is the “volleyball nut.”
While Tyler may not share his father’s passion for the sport, he shares
Hudson’s passion for the outdoors. The coach loves to spend time
outdoors and on the lake, especially with Tyler, who enjoys the same
activities with his dad.
“Tyler gets that,” he said in reference to his son’s shared passion for
the outdoors.
So while Tyler might prefer to spend his days out on the lake rather

than on the court, that does not stop him from being by his father’s side
when working with the Lady Toppers. Hudson joked about having two
sons while coaching a team of women and said, “I like to think I got all
of the girl problems with the team, and so the good Lord blessed me
with two boys.”
One thing Hudson said makes him different from other coaches and
defines the ideal relationship between a coach and their players is that he
does not keep the emotional distance between his family and his team
that he said most coaches think should exist.
“Travis is the best example of what the relationship should be,”
Kowalkowski said.
Kowalkowski said that Hudson treats his players like they are his own
daughters and makes sure to trust them as they trust him. Working as
a team requires a lot of trust, both strategically and emotionally, so
Hudson makes sure it’s present on both ends. Kowalkowski also said she
agrees that this is a big key in how successful the team is when compared
to past experiences.
Ashley Hood, a sophomore from Morris, Illinois, said Hudson is very
different from her past coaches.
“He’s so caring inside and outside of the game,” she said.
Hood is also grateful for Hudson’s disregard for the emotional distance
her previous coaches would usually cement in place. Both players
mentioned that their old coaches would have never acted as a secondary
father figure or opened up their homes the way Hudson has made sure
to do.
Hood’s family is seven hours away from WKU, so she’s found a sense
of family with Hudson.
“Coach Hudson is like a father figure to me in the way he expands my
support system in a town so far away from home,” she said.
Kowalkowski expressed similar sentiments about the way Hudson
opens up his home to his players. The second tournament during her
freshman year was not a good moment for her personally, so Hudson
invited her to his home on a Saturday to go over plays and review tapes.
“He’s a trailblazer,” she said. “He’s not afraid to be different.”
Instead of building off of the skills his players developed since they
started playing the sport in their childhoods, he tells them to forget all
the old tactics they know. Kowalkowski described the process as Hudson
taking them as blank slates to rebuild them to fit seamlessly together as
one new team, and the results are astounding.
WKU hosted and participated in some games of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Tournament in December 2019 and had
a record-breaking attendance with 9,537 fans in the stands of Diddle.
Kowalkowski said Hudson’s uncommon coaching methods were strange
when she first joined the team, and it sounded crazy when she first
arrived, but she can’t deny that it works.
Kowalkowski said part of this build-from-the-ground-up method
includes growth in areas that are not necessarily related to volleyball,

like teaching his players to hold themselves accountable in many ways.
One practice he has for his players is having them hand write thank-you
notes for any person they feel grateful for in their lives. Hudson will
personally take the notes or mail them to their recipients. Kowalkowski
said she felt grateful for a janitor in the Downing Student Union, and
Hudson tracked down the janitor to personally deliver Kowalkowski’s
note to him.
“As the generations go by, kids communicate less and less,” Hudson
said. “Tell people you love and appreciate them.”
Speaking on this, Hudson was comfortable enough to share a small
piece about his past.
“I come from very little,” he said. “I had a poor family and think
people should be genuine to who they are as people. As you navigate
the world, you realize it’s not just the people with titles and money that
are special and unique — it’s important to appreciate the people around
you every day.”
Being a coach has made him realize this sentiment more and more.
“In a lasting relationship of any kind, who you are as a person is going
to shine through,” he said.
Hudson said people can look beyond his success as a coach, as he is
far more interested in being a good father and someone his players can
turn to whether they are an 18-year-old freshman or a past player well
into their adult life. Hudson said people always talk about having a “big
break” into sudden success and fame but also how it’s more uplifting
than anything else in the world to have someone who believes in you
through the greatest hardships.
“I hope to be one of those people,” he said.

TOP: Travis Hudson cheers on the WKU softball team with his son Andrew as
the team plays against Ball State on Feb. 22. Hudson tweeted, “Can’t wait to
catch my first [softball] game today! They are off to a great start. This could be a
special season on the Hill!”
BOTTOM: Head coach Hudson explains a play during a regular volleyball practice in WKU’s Diddle Arena on Thursday, Feb. 20. Hudson said he pushes his
players to be the best they can be and grow as a team.
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FOLLOW THE

S I G N S
story by CLAIRE DOZER photos by ADDISON LEBOUTILLIER illustrations by HAILEE LUNTE

The beginning of a Gospel Community Church
service in Owensboro took place in a small
youth Sunday school classroom at a separate
community church in 2015. It was led by WKU
alumnus and founding pastor, Danny Hinton.
Just 12 audience members sat circled around
him in the audience, all of whom were deaf.
The sermon that began the church was
completely silent. Hinton, who is also a licensed
professional ASL interpreter, preaches his
sermons in American Sign Language (ASL).
The church is now one of the estimated 39
churches in the U.S. that focuses on reaching out
to the Deaf community, Hinton said.
Today, the church continues to add to Hinton’s
vision in making every aspect accessible to all
churchgoers. Pews are filled with recurrent
faces, but Hinton does not forget to greet the
new ones whether with voice or hands. His
sermons are conducted through speaking and
signing simultaneously to his growing audience,
and he occasionally features other pastors from
Deaf churches across America as well. Other
pastors of the church who are not well-versed in
ASL have a translator on stage with them to sign.  

When news of the new church with a deaf
ministry got out, other people who felt they
never belonged anywhere else began to show
up.
“Deaf people, I found out later, and folks
with special needs just don’t feel like they
belong,” Hinton said. “They feel lesser in the
community.”
When news of the church that accommodated
the deaf community spread, others with
differing conditions began to attend. People
who are blind, in wheelchairs, and those with
conditions including Down syndrome and
cerebral palsy began to attend the church —
they weren’t deaf, but they began to show up
through word of mouth. Hinton said after three
weeks of their first meeting with 12 people,
their numbers had risen fourfold.
“We’ll move at whatever pace we’ve gotta
move at for the slowest individual,” Hinton said.
“We’re gonna move forward with that person
fully included.”
Hinton realized he’d need a bigger space
quickly. The gym of a community church was
not going to hold the congregation for long, and

Members of the congregation of Gospel Community Church worship during a Sunday service on Feb. 16. Gospel Community focuses on being
inclusive to people of all types, especially the deaf. “We wanted to go farther than accommodation and rather try to strive for being totally inclusive
so that anyone can enjoy the service regardless of any circumstance and really feel like they are a part of the congregation,” pastor Danny Hinton
said.
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it was not completely accessible to everyone who wanted to attend. In
2017, Hinton purchased a building with the intent to build a church that
accommodates the deaf community and other people who have since
joined the church. With the building being on the market for as long as
it had been, he knew it was going to require extensive amounts of work.
However, the price, timing, and his vision drove him to the decision to
buy.
While applying for loans to get the building, Hinton was rejected by
a few banks. It took multiple meetings with bankers to find one who
saw a fraction of the potential Hinton did. Construction work on the
building began quickly, with Hinton at its forefront. The new building
was promising for his vision until two days after the bank loan was
signed when the roof caved in and left them with nothing once again.
“We had to take all the loan money to fix the roof, and we were stuck
— we were back to nothing,” Hinton said.
Despite this unforeseen event, Hinton kept moving toward his vision.
A church in Kansas heard about what Hinton was trying to do for the
community and sent 18 volunteers to help rebuild what was lost. After
that, it was up to Hinton.
“I just decided I’m gonna get up every day and go swing a hammer,”
he said.  

When striving for inclusivity for people who are deaf, it is important
to note correct phrasing and understanding of the subject. “For Hearing
People Only” by Matthew Moore and Linda Levitan is a textbook guide
for hearing people from the perspective of someone who is deaf in order
to further explain common misconceptions or areas of confusion for the
hearing.
One large aspect of their writing is explaining the difference between
‘deaf’ and ‘Deaf.’ The lowercase ‘d’ indicates someone who does not
have the ability to hear, and thus is the broadest term. However, the
use of the uppercase ‘D’ represents a person who is medically deaf and
chooses to identify as being a part of the Deaf community. Moore and
Levitan refer to Deaf culture as being similar to ethnic minority groups
in that they feel a sense of pride in their culture and surround themselves
with others who have this same feeling, among other characteristics.
Phillip Boyd is also someone who emerses his life in working to better
the community’s inclusivity for deaf people. He is the only professor in
WKU’s ASL program who is deaf and a part of the Deaf community.
Boyd’s quotes were communicated with the assistance of a current
ASL student. The student is not a registered interpreter and, thus, some
responses may be worded differently than what Boyd intended.  
Boyd works to spread ASL to whomever he can, including teaching

ABOVE: Owensboro sophomore Mazie Coomes practices American Sign Language with her lab partner, Owensboro sophomore Hannah Kate
Divine (left), on a Friday afternoon in the Academic Complex. Coomes is seeking a major in communication disorders with a minor in American Sign
Language. Note: Divine has a romantic relationship with photographer Addison LeBoutillier. She and Coomes had planned on practicing on this day
in this location. When they practice, they usually meet at the Academic Complex or in their dorm rooms.
RIGHT: Tara Jones signs during a Sunday service at Gospel Community Church. Jones is one of several interpreters who are members with the
church. She also teaches for the Daviess County Public Schools district working with the Deaf and hard of hearing population within the county and
surrounding area.
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Kasey Mayer teaches American Sign Language classes each Tuesday night for Gospel Community Church. “I think that it’s important so that people
can learn to communicate with those in the Deaf community,” she said. “The more people that are able to be educated about the Deaf community,
the better.”

high school students in extracurricular groups. He thinks learning to
sign is imperative because everyone should have the opportunity to
communicate. In public, he often has to write questions and responses
on paper to communicate with others.
“I live around hearing people, and if you know how to sign, then I
prefer that, and that’s why I like being around here,” Boyd said. “If they
can’t sign, then I can write back and forth. It takes a long time, but I
understand that.”   
Boyd did not have many accommodations met throughout his schooling.
It was not until his college years that he was in programs specifically
shaped to help deaf students.
Today, he thinks WKU does an excellent job in offering different
resources for students who are deaf, such as having an interpreter in
class with them who signs what the teacher is saying, or they have the
option to have what the teacher is saying transcribed through typing.
WKU’s resources have allowed Boyd to proudly witness the graduation
of some of his students who are deaf.  
This passion for inclusive communication is shared by Ryan Linton, a
senior from Louisville who is graduating with a minor in ASL studies.
Linton initially found an interest in ASL when he took an intro class for
a language requirement three years ago. He also works in the ASL lab
located in WKU’s Academic Complex, where students in the department

can go for a “voice-off” environment where only sign language is used
to communicate.
He said the initial transition from verbal communication to only signing
is a lot to handle at first, but he caught on quickly after learning to sign
the alphabet, or fingerspell.
“ASL is really cool because fingerspelling is a thing that you can use to
say anything you want to even if you don’t know any sign at all,” Linton
said. “If you know the alphabet, you can say whatever you need to say.
It may not be grammatically correct or it may take a long time, but it’s
still available.”
Linton said that Boyd has been a comforting resource throughout his
time in the ASL minor. From Boyd and other ASL professors, he has
learned how to appropriately write and speak of those who are deaf or
in the Deaf community.
In their textbook, Moore and Levitan also mention the difference
between the medical and ethnic definitions of the term. In the medical
world, it is common to see being deaf associated with having a disability
or being handicapped, whereas the ethnic view qualifies the Deaf culture
as just that: a culture.
Moore and Levitan write that although a small part of the Deaf
community agrees with the medical point of view, most see being
deaf as a way of life and find the terms “disabled” or “handicapped”
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Kasey Mayer, who is from Owensboro, teaches her ASL class at Gospel Community Church the sign for “Jewish.” Mayer is Deaf and teaches the class
with the help of interpreters.

extremely offensive.
Within Linton’s time in the ASL studies minor, he has also learned
from his ASL professors that the deaf community has experienced
discrimination throughout history. He said although he is an outsider on
the subject because he is someone who can hear, the history of ableism
that the deaf community continues to experience horrifies him.
“The fact that being deaf is still qualified as a disability is a sore spot,”
Linton said. “They don’t think that it limits them in any way. They can
participate in every aspect of life like hearing people do.”
Boyd supports what Linton says about deaf people being just as
successful as hearing people by mentioning many workers who are deaf
in the community. He has seen doctors, lawyers, policemen, and pilots of
planes who are deaf and successful in their fields. One example he gave
was Nyle DiMarco who is a deaf singer, actor and model. DiMarco was
also the first deaf winner of America’s Next Top Model and the first deaf
winner and second deaf contestant on Dancing with the Stars.   
Linton makes an effort to sign with everyone, especially people he sees
using ASL in public. He said every public interaction he has had with
someone who is deaf results in them being both shocked and elated at
the opportunity to communicate in their language. His first interaction
happened while at a restaurant when he noticed two women bussing

tables while communicating with each other in ASL. At the time, he
was only in his second ASL class and was nervous because he was not
completely well versed in the language yet.
“I ended up just getting their attention, and they were super friendly
and just so excited that I knew the language and was trying to learn the
language,” Linton said.
Hinton has similar experiences with the Deaf community and their
initial shock of inclusivity in the church. He said after his first meeting,
a man who was deaf stopped Hinton halfway through the sermon and
proclaimed his coming to faith along with his gratitude for finally having
accommodations to his specific needs. After the service was over, the
same man approached a blind woman who was sitting in one of the front
pews in the church and began to tactile sign, or use touch to communicate
with someone who is unable to hear and see, the sermon he had just
witnessed in her hands, bringing her to tears.
“They have never had full access to the gospel,” Hinton said.
Linton and Hinton’s firsthand accounts of seeing what their
communication knowledge has sparked in the Deaf Community stands
for what Boyd strives to instill in all of his students.
“My motto is ‘deaf can do anything, anything except for hear,’” Boyd
said.
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Curbing
Conversion
story by MATTHEW WILLIAMS photo by MAGGIE HAUN

Anna Porter, a 20-year-old member of the LGBTQ+ community from
Elizabethtown, lived in an environment filled with homophobia in their
adolescence.
Porter struggled to accept themselves under the pressure of their
religious mother and a local church conversion therapist at 16 years old,
they said.
Porter knew at 5 years old that cisgender heterosexuality was not
their identity. They stumbled across the term “pansexual” during their
sophomore year in high school and felt like the word represented them.
But once people around them knew, their world started to unravel, they
said.
Stories from LGBTQ+ youth like Porter who experienced conversion
therapy inspired a cohort of state representatives to sponsor House Bill
199 in January to ban conversion therapy.
Rep. Lisa Willner, a Democrat, led a bipartisan push to introduce the
bill in January. The bill followed efforts of LGBTQ+ advocates around
the country who have fought to stop the harmful effects of conversion
therapy. However, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, legislators limited the
amount of legislation discussed during the 2020 session, and the bill
languished in the health and family services committee.
HB 199 also came after the American Medical Association voted
to support all efforts to ban the practice on Nov. 19 after listening to
multiple testimonials.
In Porter’s situation, they said their family wouldn’t accept them
identifying as something other than heterosexual.
“I can remember telling my dad before Sunday church about my first
crush on the gym teacher’s daughter,” Porter said. “He explained that
the Bible and God said that it was wrong.”
Porter said they couldn’t wrap their head around the idea that God
would not be OK with love, but they knew they didn’t fit the constructs
of society’s stereotypical female.
Porter’s mother found out about their relationship with a girl later on
while looking through their phone. The revelation ignited their mother’s
mission to change Porter to fit her religious beliefs, Porter said.
Porter said their mother found a local church therapist offering
conversion therapy, and Porter participated for a month.
One of the most distinctive methods, Porter said, was when their
mother printed out a religious article that described 10 reasons and ways
to get rid of same-sex attraction.

“I was told to write a one-page reaction paper to it, but I ended up
writing 10 pages,” Porter said.
One day, an unknown source alerted child protective services that
Porter was self-harming, and CPS temporarily placed them in a hospital
then in foster care, Porter said.
“I had only heard horrible things about these types of hospitals and
CPS,” Porter said.
Porter said they struggled to adapt to the change of environment
and continued to deal with homophobia from the foster parents who
described their home as LGBTQ+ friendly.
“I grew up in a very strict, rigid household and was very sheltered.”
Porter said. “Some of these kids were extreme troublemakers — and
there were a lot of us — and my foster parents were very hard on us but
very open about everything.”
Porter said they overheard one of the foster parents during a family visit
telling their biological mother that Porter was actually straight and going
through a phase.
They chose to continue in foster care until their 21st birthday and
moved out of the home to another place in Elizabethtown.
Porter said the past year became the first time when they could cope
with and heal from the experiences of the past.
Since then, they sought help from trauma therapists and continue to
strive toward a future undefined by the past.
“I’ve worked with a couple of therapists since I turned 18 who helped
me heal and cope with everything,” Porter said. “Some days the healing
process has been extremely hard, but being out of not only conversion
therapy but also foster care has allowed me to be myself and feel free.”
Porter said it puts the biggest smile across their face to see the amount
of support and awareness that has generated over LGBTQ+ rights and
banning conversion therapy. They hope Kentucky can become one of the
next states to ban the practice so teens like them are protected from the
harmful effects it had on them.
“This is something that absolutely needs to happen,” Porter said. “This
therapy hurts so many people across the country and does not help
anyone.”
Porter hopes other LGBTQ+ teens who experienced conversion therapy
look toward the future for encouragement.
A quote by John Lennon reminds Porter the importance of optimism
when happiness feels out of reach: “In the end, everything will be OK. If

Anna Porter, 20, from Elizabethtown, has faced struggles from a young age on their discovery of personal identity and sexuality. Porter identifies as pansexual and
nonbinary. Porter said they grew up with a difficult childhood, went into foster care and went through conversion therapy. Porter has been in a program through the
state since they were 18 which helps them kick start life as an independent adult. “It gets better,” Porter said. “There is a light at the end of the tunnel, whether its one
month down the road, 12,000 months down the road, you have to keep going for yourself.”
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it’s not OK, then it’s not the end.”
conversion therapy for minors or older people with appointed guardians,
Jeremy McFarland, a 2018 WKU graduate, has given support to the passing off the torch to LGBTQ+ advocates in 30 other states to continue
LGBTQ+ community and students suffering other hardships through the lobbying for their state’s legislation to ban conversion therapy.
Fairness Campaign in Kentucky as the office manager.
Tanner Mobley, director of Ban Conversion Therapy Kentucky, started
Through the Fairness Campaign, McFarland and others work to provide the movement four years ago after learning about the harmful effects of
basic rights for LGBTQ+ people. In Kentucky, employers and housing conversion therapy.
and public accommodations have the right to deny LGBTQ+ members a
“Several years ago, I met a survivor of conversion therapy and educated
job, home or other service because a fairness ordinance is not in place.
myself on the statistics,” Mobley said.
McFarland’s activism for LGBTQ+ rights started in his hometown,
One statistic that especially opened Mobley’s eyes came from The
Campbellsville, where he helped start a fairness group. Then, he worked Trevor Project, which conducted a national survey of LGBTQ+ youth
for the Bowling Green Fairness Campaign after graduating from college that found 42% of survivors of conversion therapy seriously considered
at WKU. McFarland works alongside others in the campaign to advocate suicide.
for anti-discrimination legislation on a state scale for people who are
Mobley said the damage done by these practices is sometimes
LGBTQ+.
irreversible, leading to lifelong depression, PTSD, chronic anxiety,
Along the way, he has encountered several people who have experienced substance abuse and risky sexual behaviors.
conversion therapy.
“With little being done in Kentucky to stop these heinous practices,
He said he has mostly known people who
I knew that I couldn’t wait around for someone
received conversion therapy in a religious setting
else to do something,” Mobley said. “Literal lives
rather than through certified professionals.
are at stake, and I wanted to show queer youth
“A lot of times it’s not through a traditional
that they are seen, heard and that someone is
therapist,” McFarland said. “It’ll be a church
fighting for them.”
program or something else, not necessarily
During his undergraduate years at Bellarmine
qualified as a therapist.”
University, Mobley created a Facebook event
LGBTQ+ members and their parents who are
inviting others to come together to determine
in search of conversion therapy seek out these
how they can put an end to conversion therapy
services through local conservative churches that
practices in Kentucky.
might offer Christian counseling or alternative
Since then, Ban Conversion Therapy Kentucky
services.
has accumulated over 100 coalition members
McFarland was thrilled that representatives
from all over the state. In addition to legislative
from both political parties sponsored the bill.
advocacy, they work together to provide public
“I think it’s a wonderful keynote and that it’s
education on LGBTQ+ issues and to connect
really incredible,” McFarland said. “There are
survivors to resources.
people on both sides of the aisle who are ready
Mobley has gathered years of knowledge on
to stand up against the cold, torturous treatment
conversion therapy practice especially from
of young people.”
people who’ve experienced it themselves and
Traumatized by years of sexual repression, James
Archival photo courtesy of Anna Porter described suffering from “torture tactics.”
Guay wept during a previous separate legislation
“I know a survivor who was separated from
testimony in 2012 and proclaimed his support to ban conversion therapy their mother for three years because the ‘therapist’ believed their close
in California.
relationship was making him gay,” Mobley said. “I have met a survivor
In a Time Magazine op-ed, Guay said his father located a Christian that was forced to wear a backpack full of bricks for sometimes 10 hours
psychotherapy group for Guay and made Guay attend the weekly at a time to ‘feel the weight of being gay.’”
individual therapy sessions for a year.
He said in some cases the therapist tries to get their patient to associate
The psychologist suggested he remember false memories of physical their LGBTQ+ identity with painful stimuli, such as electroshock, sitting
and sexual abuse and said his same-sex desires developed from a distant on blocks of ice or snapping rubber bands against their wrist.
relationship with his father and an over-involved relationship with his
“What do they all have in common?” Mobley posed. “These practices
mother.
are ineffective, torturous and discredited by every major medical and
He followed the conversion therapy’s definition of masculinity by psychological organization in the United States and here in Kentucky.”
building platonic friendships with men and pursuing relationships with
Mobley said a conversion therapist can draw incentives from these
women.
practices because some parents are willing to pay a substantial sum to
Guay explained in his op-ed that survivors experienced emotional abuse have their child converted to cisgender or heterosexuality.
and traumatic handlings. They weren’t allowed to leave and suffered
“I have a friend whose parents spent $30,000 on conversion therapy
through cruel treatment, drug prescription abuse and more until they over a 5-year period,” Mobley said. “This is a fraudulent business that
were deemed cured of their same-sex attraction.
preys on vulnerable parents and their children.”
California went on to become the second state after New Jersey to
Mobley said these methods often created mental health issues.
ban conversion therapy in August 2013. More people have emerged Therapists exploited the shame many of them already felt from their
since then with similar testimonials, expressing the harmful effects of families and themselves. In these threatening environments, some
attempting to change one’s sexual orientation.
survivors had no other choice but to accept this instilled self-hatred.
Virginia became the 20th and latest U.S. state in March 2020 to ban
He thinks most parents have good intentions. However, he has seen how
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conversion therapists take advantage of parents during this vulnerable
time and “sell them a fraudulent practice,” promising to “make their
child normal.”
“Oftentimes, loved ones also go through a similar process of confusion
and vulnerability — desperately looking for answers,” Mobley said.
“Sometimes these parents are afraid of how the world will treat them or
have been told by a pastor or religious adviser that the only way to save
their child from the fires of hell is to put them through these torturous
practices.”
Mobley and McFarland stand among their peers in the Fairness
Campaign and the Ban Conversion Therapy Kentucky organization
to bring an end to conversion therapy, but an opposing side emerged
against them to protect their belief in its use.
As a person who educates families on sexuality, Kent Ostrander,
executive director of the Family Foundation of Kentucky, believes
conversion therapy should be an option for people who desire change.
The Family Foundation website states that homosexuality, bisexuality
and transgenderism shouldn’t be seen as healthy alternative lifestyles or
sexual preferences.
Their purpose is to extend sympathy for those with unwanted samesex attractions and attempt all efforts to help them overcome their
attractions. Ostrander said he thinks banning conversion therapy
infringes on therapists’ First Amendment rights to offer specialized
therapy services.
“Our greatest concern is that it violates the free speech of counselors,”
he said.
He said he believes efforts to ban conversion therapy will cause an
imbalance in the therapy field and only benefit one side of the argument.
“Why is it that someone who is seeking counseling to change their
gender or to become gay or lesbian is OK, but someone who wants to
seek counseling to help them stay away from that transition is completely
against the law?” Ostrander said.
The Family Foundation wants all Americans to have significant freedom
to seek the counseling they desire without the law stepping in their way.
“When it comes to a non-neutral view, there’s only one kind of
counseling that is banned,” Ostrander said. “That’s just heavy handed
and not American.”
Some who once were in conversion therapy have spoken out in the
news over the years about the torture and abuse they experienced,

but Ostrander said that not all conversion therapy programs use such
extreme techniques such as electroshock therapy, memory and trauma
implantation, lobotomies and physical abuse like some testified
experiencing.
Ostrander said he believes people with positive stories in conversion
therapy are ignored in the national conversation because they show the
benefits it can have for people.
He said he’s never met people who experienced severe harm in
conversion therapy, which makes him wary of the national headlines
about people speaking about the cruelty of conversion therapy
techniques. He believes the more egregious counseling techniques that
were depicted in the “Boy Erased” conversion therapy movie, such
as boot camps, exorcisms, batting cages and sheer force of will, were
abandoned decades ago.
Again citing the First Amendment, Ostander said his religion has no
correlation to why he supports conversion therapy.
“I’m fine for Americans to grow up and be whatever they want to be,
but they should allow all Americans to choose that, not just a one-way
street,” Ostrander said.
He believes what’s good about the U.S. is people can have different
opinions, disagree with each other and not house any hostility toward
each other.
Utah became one of the latest states in January 2020 to ban conversion
therapy. LGBTQ+ advocates such as Shannon Minter, legal director for
the National Center for Lesbian Rights, said he hopes Utah’s achievement
sets an example for red states like Kentucky to unite in this campaign to
protect LGBTQ+ youth.
In the midst of this discussion, activists continue to grow in number and
fight for their rights in Kentucky. Gov. Andy Beshear became the first
Kentucky governor to speak at the Fairness Campaign rally in February
2020. More conversations about LGBTQ+ rights are happening in
Kentucky due to the rallies and other political events that are dominated
by these issues. On March 24, Covington became the first city in
Kentucky to ban conversion therapy.
Mobley believes the united effort from LGBTQ+ activist in Kentucky
who stand together against conversion therapy signifies the dawn of a
new era of acceptance and equality in America. And in this new era,
Mobley hopes more people express love towards the LGBTQ+ community
rather than hate.

Archival photos courtesy of Anna Porter
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time to

PARENT

story by RAEGAN STEFFEY photos by MORGAN BASS

Lauren McClain, a sociology and criminology
professor, has an office tucked into a fluorescentlighted tile hallway within the walls of Grise Hall.
Her office is small. At the back of the room, a
bookshelf stands, brimming with books and small
momentos. Across from the bookshelf sits her desk
with a computer on it, open to a lengthy document
and beeping intermittently with emails. The desk is
scattered with endless papers, and placed on top is a
wooden picture frame that reads, “Mommy and me,”
showcasing a picture of her and her young daughter.
Above the desk is a cabinet decorated with family
pictures that shine in the bright lighting.
Before 2020, WKU abided by the Federal Family
and Medical Leave Act, which came to be in 1993,
to support expecting parents, which allotted eligible
parents 12 unpaid weeks off. The policy was applied
to all eligible employers, which includes universities,
across the U.S., not just WKU.
McClain was 20 weeks pregnant when she began her
career at WKU in 2012 and personally understood the
need for a mandated parental leave policy that would
explicitly grant faculty consistent time off when they
were expecting a child.  
“When I became a parent, it was so hard,” McClain
said. “It was such a learning curve.”
McClain quickly discovered that WKU instead abided
by a sort of “unpolicy,” meaning that no mandated
policy was implemented specifically for WKU faculty
needing time off for the arrival of a child. McClain
attempted to negotiate a deal for time off with the
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head of her department, as was commonplace in lieu
of having a policy. Since then, McClain has become a
source of information for expecting parents as chair
of the Faculty Welfare and Professional Responsibility
Committee of the Faculty Senate.
McClain has now talked to a plethora of expecting
mothers on campus about the need for a policy on
campus.
“Not having a policy was leading to a lot of inequity
on campus,” she said.
The more McClain heard about the lack of a policy
and the wide array of benefits such a policy would
bring, the more eager she was to do something at
WKU.
McClain said she’s someone who doesn’t take no
for an answer. However, she asserts the importance
she finds in encouraging people to “be human,” and
give parents the necessary time off work to bond with
their new children. Pulling from these attributes of her
character, McClain spearheaded the initial creation of
WKU’s paid parental leave policy in spring 2019 with
large amounts of support from the Faculty Welfare
and Professional Responsibilities Committee — they
had started from nothing. Tony Glisson, director of
human resources, was helpful to McClain and the
committee as they set about drafting their work into
policy language, McClain said.
The new policy on campus sets defined parameters,
such as paid leave, specific to WKU for expecting
parents.
“Before, it wasn’t structured and didn’t have the

Lauren McClain, a sociology and criminology professor, watches her daughter, Tenley, play during her son Tristan’s baseball practice on March 1.
“When I first became a parent, it was hard,” McClain said. “I can’t imagine
not having the time early on to learn how to do that.”
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McClain holds her daughter, Tenley, before her son Tristan’s baseball practice on March 1. “I was 20 weeks pregnant
when I started at WKU, and I was shocked to learn that we didn’t have a formal parental policy in place,” she said.

boundaries and guidelines of a policy,” Glisson said.  
Parents used to be tasked with negotiating unpaid time off with the
head of their department. Time off fluctuated between departments,
which promoted a sense of inequity on campus, McClain said.
“We’ve never had any kind of maternity or paternity leave at all — it
didn’t exist before now,” McClain said.
Deborah Shivel, an instructor in the Fashion Merchandising Department,
adopted her son Matthew in 2003. He was 11 months old when the
adoption was finalized. At that time, there was no recognized parental
leave policy for faculty specific to WKU, and as an expecting parent,

Shivel was not overly concerned with negotiating the terms of her leave.
“I was more focused on the adoption part of it,” Shivel said.
Shivel was granted one semester off, unpaid. She was also guaranteed
her job after her time off ended. At the conclusion of that one semester,
Shivel wanted more time at home with her son, but the department head
told her that was not possible and that she had to come back. She did not
go back — however, she was rehired several years later.
“Adoption is incredibly expensive anyway, and then when you have the
stress of losing an income, it multiplies that stress,” Shivel said.
McClain thinks the lack of a policy on WKU’s campus is anchored in
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beliefs constructed decades ago.
“That just isn’t the reality of our economy anymore,” she said. “Frankly,
I think that some of it is that some people are just set in the past.”  
Natasha Gerstenschlager, a math education professor, had her first son
in the fall of 2018, before there was any campus-mandated policy on paid
parental leave for faculty. Her office walls are decorated with multiple
professional certificates complemented by pictures of her son — one
small photograph sits directly in front of the monitor on her computer.
Now, as the policy is being officially implemented on campus, she is
expecting another child. The policy will afford her relief in maintaining

her professional career.
“This policy allows for you to stop working and have documentation of
that happening,” Gerstenschlager said.
Balancing motherhood and her career is essential to Gerstenschlager.
At the beginning of the spring 2020 semester, before the policy was
approved, her 18-month-old son developed a small fever during the week.
Gerstenschlager, set to teach the following day, had a conversation with
her husband, who had an important meeting the next day.
“Our compromise was that my son came to class with me,”
Gerstenschlager said. “I taught with a baby on my hip.”
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The U.S. was the only one of 41 countries in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development that didn’t have a federallymandated paid parental leave policy set in place, according to a report
from the organization in 2018. In December, a new spending bill gave
way to 12 weeks of paid parental leave for federal workers.
“We don’t really value the family as it is, which is usually two working
parents or single parents who need time to take care of their babies,”
McClain said.
In his 2018 State of the Union address, President Donald Trump
included a statement on paid parental leave, expressing the importance
of supporting working families through paid leave. As of February
2020, the Trump administration has endorsed
a specific paid parental leave policy for federal
employees, which has been claimed to have
bipartisan support.
“If you listen to the candidates that are
running now, it is becoming more of a priority,”
McClain said.
Sen. Bernie Sanders, a former candidate for
the 2016 and 2020 Democratic presidential
nominations, had a statement on his website
that expressed the need for guaranteed leave
for working people, not only mothers.  
“Even same-sex parents who have to go
through a legal process after the baby is born,
Cheryl
we recognize that you’re the parents,” McClain
said. “Any parent is covered under this policy, regardless of gender or
sexual orientation.”  
The parental policy goes even farther, including not just same-sex
parents but also new fathers.
“What we argue, and what’s in our policy, is that it’s open to men too.”
McClain said.
By not allowing a father the same time at home with their new child,
their involvement is subdued, and the scope of the inequity is furthered,
McClain said.
“Those first few weeks are crucial for men to get their feet under them
and feel confident in their ability to be a dad. It’s important that they

have that time off at the beginning to learn how to be a parent,” McClain
said.
McClain said there are at least 80 universities that have a parental leave
policy in the nation. The enactment of this policy has placed WKU at the
beginning of regional universities implementing more accommodating
policies.
“We’re the first university in the state of Kentucky that would have this
generous of a policy,” McClain said.
The policy has been well-received by administration at WKU.
“I’m thrilled that we have been able to develop and implement a parental
leave policy that provides the time and resources to be supportive of
young families!” Provost Cheryl Stevens said
in an email interview on the passing of the
policy. “These young faculty are our future
and providing benefits to help them throughout
many stages of their careers is mutually
beneficial and forward looking.”
The Faculty Senate convened on Feb. 20 to
vote on the dismissal or approval of the paid
parental policy within the wooden walls of the
Faculty House. Six long wooden tables were
surrounded by red chairs filled with faculty.
McClain was seated near the center of the
room, near the center of her table. At close to
4 p.m., McClain presented the parental policy.
Stevens
Hard copies of the policy were passed around
the room by Vice Chair Margaret Crowder and, quickly, a question on the
semantics of semester weeks within the policy rose to the surface. The
three semester weeks in January during winter break would be included
in the policy’s proposed 16 weeks of paid time off work. For staff, who
already received 12 unpaid weeks off, an additional four weeks of paid
leave was added.
For a while, it seemed as though the policy would be thrown back to the
Council of Academic Deans for approval of the proposed amendments.
However, clarification from Provost Cheryl Stevens quieted any nerves,
and with a swooping of raised hands, the policy was passed. Then, on
March 4, President Timothy Caboni officially signed off on the policy.

“These young faculty
are our future and
providing benefits to
help them throughout
many stages of their
careers is mutually
beneficial and forward
looking.”
-

OPPOSITE LEFT: Daniel Clark, an assistant professor of mathematics, has dinner with his family on March 9. Clark said this policy was great for
him because he is able to stay at home and take care of his daughter while his wife works.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Clark spends time under the paid parental leave with his 7-month-old daughter on March 9. “I always knew that being a parent
was a full time job, but I don’t think I realized to what extent until I had a child of my own,” he said.
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SHORTENING
T H E D I S TA N C E
story by JACK QUINN photo by JOELEEN HUBBARD

Amanda Myers lived in China for 10 years before being adopted and
moving to the U.S. After living in China, Myers had lots of friends
and she had grown very close with her foster family, before being
adopted. She moved to Kansas City, Missouri, at 11 and has been
using a Chinese communication app called QQ to keep up with her
friends and family ever since.
Myers, a freshman majoring in Chinese and psychology, is part of the
WKU Chinese Flagship program, which pushes students to become
proficient in the Chinese language through classroom learning and
study abroad. While Myers hasn’t taken a study abroad trip yet,
speaking Chinese isn’t new to her.
The program is one of only 12 Chinese Flagship programs in the
nation. A large part of the program’s curriculum are study abroad
trips, which include three that take place in China and one in Taiwan.
After students meet the Chinese Flagship language proficiency
requirements, they are able to apply for a capstone year in either
Nanjing or Taiwan, although as of March 12, all students abroad were
sent back home due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite separation, most Chinese Flagship students are able to
maintain long-distance relationships with host families and friends.
While most of the students don’t have prior Chinese experience, they
are required to spend time overseas. The Chinese Flagship students
are able to overcome this distance with various forms of digital
communication like QQ, WeChat, Tandem and GroupMe.
After winning the Confucius Institute Speech Competition at
Valparaiso University, which is a Chinese speech competition for high
school students, Nashville freshman Olivia Blackmon, who studies
Chinese and international affairs, traveled to the southeastern Chinese
province, Hunan. There, Blackmon connected with other winners from
over 100 countries, and she made several friendships she has been
able to maintain.
“We still have a group chat, and we all talk about the different things
going on in our countries,” Blackmon said.
Blackmon said a lot of her conversations when the COVID-19
pandemic was beginning to spread were about the number of cases
and how their individual communities are responding. Since Blackmon
met most of her friends in China at the Chinese Bridge Competition,
what they fear most is that they won’t all be able to meet again. They
ask regularly in their group chats if everyone and their families are all
right.
Blackmon’s love for the Chinese language began in seventh grade
when she was accidentally placed in a Chinese class after signing
up for Spanish. The language became a passion for her. Blackmon
began using an app called Wei Xin, or in English, WeChat. Blackmon
described it as the Chinese Instagram. She began using the app to
have natives correct her Chinese, but after a while, she started making
online friendships, some she still maintains today.

“I’ve met a lot of people speaking Chinese online, and some of those
relationships have lasted years and years, and sometimes I still talk to
them,” Blackmon said.
One of the main challenges she faces is the 13-hour time difference.
“At the beginning it was hard because I would always catch people
at the end of their day, and they would always catch me at the end of
mine, so it didn’t really work out at first,” Blackmon said.
She and her friends overcame this by leaving each other long
messages, answering them all at one time, more like pen pals.
While digital communication with Chinese speakers is not part of
the curriculum of the Chinese Flagship program, Blackmon has found
it has helped her a lot.
“There’s a type of slang that I didn’t know about from school or in
class that I definitely gained, and there are some common use words
that my teachers didn’t teach us,” Blackmon said.
For example, when referring to a cute guy they say “shuai ge,” which
directly translates to handsome older brother, and when they refer to
a cute girl, “la mei,” which directly translates to spicy little sister. This
terminology is normal in Chinese, though, because spoken pronouns
aren’t differentiated by gender. To differentiate gender, words like
“brother” or “sister” are used to provide context.
Another example Blackmon gave was the number six. In Western
cultures, the number 666 has a negative connotation, but in China the
number six is considered to be lucky, so it is common to see “666”
commented on posts or sent as a message of good luck, Blackmon
said.
She said through WeChat, she got a heads-up on certain offensive
behaviors that helped her when she went abroad. For example, being
overly appreciative can be seen as trying to distance yourself from a
person. Blackmon thinks people could be taking more advantage of
digital communication for all language students.
“I feel like it should be required, just like how in some Spanish and
French classes you are required to have a pen pal,” Blackmon said. “I
feel like it should be required that people have a friend that they talk to
because it is just not always exercised in the classroom.”
Myers uses WeChat and QQ to keep in touch with the foster family
who raised her and some of her friends in China. Like Blackmon,
Myers’ main challenge with long-distance communication is the time
difference.
“My family and friends have their jobs and their schooling, so it can
be very hard to keep contact every day,” Myers said. “I am usually able
to keep contact a few days a week or every other week.”
The time difference is not the only challenge Myers has faced —
government restrictions play a role too. The Chinese government
restricts certain websites like Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and
Google, hides coverage of controversial political issues and monitors
citizens’ internet usage.
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Nashville freshman Olivia Blackmon texts with her friends via WeChat while relaxing in her dorm. After participating in the Confucius Institute Speech Competition
at Valparaiso University, Blackmon continued to communicate with friends from the competition. “At first it was hard for everyone just to get to know each other at
the competition since we had students there who spoke in so many different languages,” Blackmon said. “I think it’s nice having a group chat because some of us may
not be able to understand certain things, but everyone can understand an emoji or a picture.”

Keeping in touch with family and friends is one of the ways Myers
maintains her Chinese speaking proficiency.
Myers also finds keeping in touch with her Chinese-speaking
relatives helps her with non-textbook learning, like more colloquial
words and slang. She believes the long distance has made her
appreciate those relationships, giving her more of a reason to
maintain that contact.
“I feel like because I’m away from my foster family, digital
communication has given them a way to grow with me as a person,”
Myers said.
Both Myers and Blackmon have taken advantage of communication
apps to keep in touch with those in China, but for White House,
Tennessee, senior Joseph Cortez, it’s a different story.
The Chinese Flagship program requires students to complete a
semester of study at Nanjing University or National Taiwan University
followed by a semester-long professional internship in either city.
One of Cortez’s most regular contacts in China is his roommate,
who was abroad completing his capstone year.

While his roommate was abroad, they communicated via WeChat.
However, his roommate’s time was cut short, and he was forced
to come back due to the COVID-19 pandemic. While they were
apart, he and Cortez made sure to maintain regular contact. Cortez
also contacts friends who are studying abroad or completing their
capstone year.
Cortez said he tries to keep up with four or five people. He thinks
that while technology has changed communication methods, it has
also reinforced previously-used methods.
“I think it just boils down to intentionality, the same as when you’re
in person, instead of making time to go get lunch with someone you
just have to make time to read their messages and respond to their
messages,” Cortez said.
He believes digital communication has improved the ways people
communicate.
“I don’t think it’s a fundamental change, but I think it’s definitely
making communication a lot more convenient and accessible for
people around the world,” Cortez said.
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Preparing for a party - Saturday, Feb. 29
PHOTO BY JOELEEN HUBBARD

Sig Ep, Sig Nu and Kappa Sig joint Mardi Gras Darty Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY JORDAN MATTHIS

Girl Tones at Little Fox Bakery 70
Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY MORGAN BASS

Sig Ep, Sig Nu and Kappa Sig joint Mardi Gras Darty Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY JORDAN MATTHIS

PARTYLIKE IT’S

1999
photo story by TALISMAN PHOTO STAFF
Before the COVID-19 pandemic caused bars, businesses and
institutions like WKU to halt or adjust normal operations, students
were eager to unwind and go out in Bowling Green with their
friends. Women rushed to get ready in dorms. They spread their
makeup across counters and straightened their hair as they texted
group chats to check on plans. Students bar-hopped, went to
parties at fraternity houses and saw local bands play the night
away. Talisman photographers set out to capture the spirit of the
party scene with a classic party favorite, disposable cameras, in
this piece. At the height of the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the world had a very different feeling — parties diminished, and it
seemed like they were part of a bygone era for a time.
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Preparing for a party - Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY JOELEEN HUBBARD

Girl Tones at Little Fox Bakery - Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY MORGAN BASS
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House party - Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY MORGAN BASS
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Hoedown Throwdown at a party house, The Summit - Thursday, Feb. 27

Girl Tones at Little Fox Bakery - Saturday, Feb. 29 PHOTO BY MORGAN BASS

PHOTO BY CRISTINA BETZ

Rocky’s Bar - Thursday, Feb. 27 PHOTO BY EMMA STEELE
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Rocky’s Bar - Thursday, Feb. 27 PHOTO BY EMMA STEELE

Rocky’s Bar - Thursday, Feb. 27 PHOTO BY EMMA STEELE
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A family stands on the foundation of their home in Mount Juliet, Tenn., after tornadoes ripped through the Nashville area on March 3. Their house was completely
destroyed by the storm as tornadoes struck four counties and left 25 people dead. PHOTO BY RICHARD GREGOR

HOROSCOPES
horoscopes by DILLON MCCORMICK illustrations by MADALYN STACK

AR I ES

TAURUS

GEMINI

March 21 - April 19

April 20 - May 20

March 21 - June 20

Your life can sometimes be like a
thunderstorm: pent up energy released all at
once, chaotic, loud and impressive. Then, one
day, you’ll wake up and realize the storm is
over. With the clouds cleared, take the time
to see what new things were revealed. Wear
red shoes.

You can find comfort anywhere, whether
you’re in the library on an overcast day or
hiking into the wilderness at a national park.
Be sure of yourself, and have the confidence
to branch out and try new things. You will
always have yourself to fall back on. Wear a
forest green cardigan.

You are sharp as a tack, and your insight on
topics from politics to romance is almost
always valuable. As a generalist at heart,
don’t fret about dedicating your life to one
thing. Your personality is too vast to be
contained in just one box. Dye your hair
blond.

LI B RA

S C ORPIO

SAGITTA R IU S

Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

No one is a better team player than you.
Whatever weaknesses a group has, you
are there to fill in the gaps, and that makes
you a great coworker and a great friend.
Remember, though, not to put too much
pressure on yourself. Sometimes you have to
let others go their own way. Wear a pink hat.

You have an intense and intriguing
personality. You aren’t a fan of frivolity, and
you can understand people better in an hour
than some can in a year. Because of this,
you may end up with relatively few friends,
but the ones you keep are like family. Wear
burgundy pants.
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You see life as a grand journey, always trekking
forward in search of fulfillment. You thrive on
variety and change, and this will take you on some
incredible adventures. Remember that the value is
in the journey, not the destination, and you will be
set. Wear dark denim blue jeans.

CAN CE R

L EO

VIRGO

June 21 - July 19

July 23 - Aug. 22

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

You do well in big groups — like the grandma
at a family reunion, you like to take care of
everyone as long as you’re appreciated in
return. You have a great memory and a great
ability to make people feel special. Defeat
self-doubt with the knowledge that you are
loved. Wear a white linen jumpsuit.

Your life has many exciting highs and quite
a few depressing lows. You are great in the
spotlight, but you can’t depend entirely
on others’ approval. Your creativity and
ambition shine through, and you can temper
your biggest disappointments with selfassuredness. Wear a purple bracelet.

Once you put your mind to something, you
will surely follow through. It’s hard to work
through the natural disorder of the world,
but you blaze the trail so others can follow
in your footsteps. People appreciate your
contributions and remember you fondly.
Carry a khaki messenger bag.

CA P R I C OR N

AQUARIU S

PISC ES

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Jan. 20 - Feb. 18

Feb 19 - March 20

You are very good at taking care of yourself.
Remember all the people who helped you
along the way, and try to be that person for
someone else. It is the responsibility of those
at the top to give others a hand up, so be
patient and kind to others. Paint your nails a
deep brown.

You are not bound by tradition or habit.
You have a vision for a better world and are
excited to turn it into reality. Be open to what
others have to say because the best results
come from collaboration. There’s no honor in
being stubborn. Wear a silver watch.
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You have unmatched emotional intelligence,
and your intuition gives you a deep
understanding of yourself and those close
to you. If you expand your horizons beyond
yourself, you’ll find a world that is infinitely
interesting to you, bringing you happiness.
Wear a sky blue T-shirt.

playlist and art by EMMA STEELE
Listen to the full playlist on:
WKUTalisman.com/Zeitgeist
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